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WHERE'S THE MONEY
TO COME FROM?
Asks Board of Public Works of the
General Council
AMODNT APPROPRIATED FOR STREETS ALMOST EX-
CAUSTED AND NO MONEY FOR INTERSECTIONS OF
NEW WORK ORDERED BY GENERAL COUNCIL. AN IN-
- TERESTING SESSION OF THE BOARD YESTERDAY AFTER-
NOON.
ORDERS ISSUED FOR WORK TO lE6IN ON
:LIGHT PLANT AND EXTENSION OF WIRES
Ilk:- Lk. •
The board of pubt c works met in
regular session yesterday afternoon
at the city hall, with all the mem-
bers present, and the most important
natter to come before the body was
where the funds are to come from
to pay the city's proportion of new
Street and sidewalk work ordered by
the general council outside of those
being reconeructed and to be paid
for out of the bond money. Seven
ordinances for streets and sidewalks
enacted by the general council were
tiled with the board for advertising
and letting the contracts. Two of the
ordinances are for the reconstruction
of First street frail Broadway to
Washington street. and Washington
Street from First to Third
Street. The city's proporton of the
improvement comes out of the,
bond money. The other five ordin-
ances cover sidewa:ks on Jones
street; two for Sowell street, one on
Plays Avenue and one on South
Fourth street. The man work is paid
by the property owners, but the in-
tersections are paid by the city out
of the appropriation for streets. All
of the street fund for this year has
been expended except $2,2151.to. Out
of this sum of $2.261.10 the
ordinary expenses of the street de-
partment of at least $1,5oo is to be
met. and also the city's expense of
the intersections of the new concret.,
sidetwalks on West Jefferson street
-beyond Fountain Avenue. As it w 11
take something like Wow. or over
to carry on the street department to
the end of the year.. the board re-
ferred the matter to the general coun-
cil to devise a plan whereby the board
is to obtain the neccessary funds to
carry on the work. When the appor-
tionment ordinance was drawn thc
beard of public works recommended
that the sum of Saft,000 be set aside
for greet purposes, but the isiogral
• counc I cut it to $ifl000.
A report From the auditor a'so
showed that the sums of $672.78 was
available for the electric light plant
$7.327.32 having already been charged
to that department out of the Woo°
appropnaterl by the veers! council
Of the amount expended, however.
quite. a sum should he charged to the
-contingent fund as the Vit000 was for
maintenance only.
The bill of a St. Loan attorney for
investigating the solvency of bonds-
men on the street Pusher sale wa.
referred to President Rinkliff with
power to att.
Messrs. Bockmon and Kamleiter
were before the board in regardIP to
the width of the Kentucky avenue
sidewa'ks. Mr. Bockmon was gven
authority to have the walk made ta
feet wide in front of his store bailee
and residence adjoining.
The street inspector was ordered
to have the Contractors to remove the
wanerete mixer from Sixth and Ken-
tucky avenue, and also to have -the
contractors to griade and clean up
Sisth Street between Kentucky and
Washington street.
Another letter l'ibas addressed to
Mr. J. W. Little to perfect the dedi-
mtion of streets in Little's addition
the residents of that section desiring
ttnprovemente made.
The street inspector was ordered to
have obstructions to the glitter in
-front of Williamson & Co.'s marble
7ard on north Third street removid.
The contract for iron guard raps
ent the West Jefferson street culvert
was awarded to Jii'Mn Great; $24.50.
rand the lowest.
Bill for $14t.37 against James W.
Faker for the exert work on Harri-
son street sewer cirtsedby him cover-
lag trp the drainpipe: ta the pond
which has caused so much complaint.
.was ordered ,presented fit hits for
payment
Is was ordered that a petitionbecir-
&cited mong the property ratnerit
abutting on the alley runring• frons
Jefferson strc,,t sower& Broadway,
between Third and Fourth striets,-to
have the alley reconstructed with
concrete and brick.
Special Engineer Holmes who has
been employed to superintend the en-
largement of the eleettic light plant
appeared before the board and re-
quested authority and instructions to
Frocure the necessary material tc
have the pant im readiness for the
new niachinery.Tlie board authorized
Engineer Holmes and Superinteod-
ent Keebler to proceed with the
work. '
Supt. Keebler was authorized to
place an order for poles, wires and
cross arms for the extension of the
lines for addit.onal
In order that the work may begin
at once the board authorized lights
to be placed at Third and Washing-
ton; Ninth and Washington; Twelfth
and Adams; Thirteenth and Jones;
Caldwell street curve; Tenth and
Kentucky; Seventeenth and Monroe;
Sixteenth and Mad.son; Fifteenth and
Monroe and Fifteenth and Harrison
streets. This leaves 25 lights yet to
be located, the majority of which will
be placed in the outlying distr cts.
The light company was authorizeil
to erect poles on Twenty-third street
north of Hinkleville road.
Manager Becker was referred t.
the general council in regard to hii
company paying a port on of the
Broadway culvert extension, the mat-
ter still being with that body.
Permits for poles were granted thi
Home Telephone company with the
positive understanding that poles to
come out would be removed within
tlirty days
The request of the sewer inspector
for certain tools to clean out the
man holes and intakes was ordered
hiled.
The weekly report of the city engi•
nee,' as to the progress of the storn•
water sewers and reconstructior
work was received and filed.
The width of the Kentucky avenuc
sidewalks was clecussed; some of the
rroperty owners desiring full width
walks, others the six-foot walk. It
was suggested that the property own-
crs settle the matter. No definite
action was taken by he board, as
under the ordinance they could not
compel all to put down full width
walks; while one member argued that
the et); had no lawful right to reduce
the width of the walks to anything
less than 12 feet. The matter will
come up again.
The board then adjourned to inves-
tigate the poles at the north wes'
corner of Fifth and Jefferson streets
argil decided to have the pole of the
Home Telephone company in the
corner of that intersection to he
moved to the property tine on Jeffor•
son street and the other two poles
removed: also that the 1-ght company
use the two telephone poles on Jef
ferson street between fifth and Sixth
streets, and take out theis two poles
in that block.
TEACHERS MUST QUPT VICES
---
Spokane. Wash., Would Deny Liquor
and Tobacco to Instructors.
Spokane. wash.. Alio 15.—The
cornanittee on regulation ef the city
hoard of education ha, recommended
the following rule for the public
ieekoolse Teachers are not allowed
to indulge in pnblic habits prohibited
to pupils in schoctl. such as using
liquors, fcAaacco, etc." Mayor F. L
Daggett is chairman of the commit-
tee. It is believed that the rule will
be adopted nuasiierously.
Wilt Not Send Troops.
Dallad. Tex.. /*rug. t5.—Gov. Lan-
ham stated that he would not send
state troops to Bremner Ile Nis
latest information was that the negro
federal troopers who were guilty off
the outrages at Brownsville are
known to the federal commander and
will be arrested and properly dealt
STOPS ITS CARS
TO CHECK RIOTING.
Surface Communication to Coney
Island From New York
:Ceases for Time.
New York, 'Aug. e5.—Following the
aarreSt tonight of three division in-
spectors of the Brooklyn Rapid Tran-
sit Conanarry on (bargee of assault
in the third degree, the company shut
off entirely all of its surface lines
leading to Coney Island taking the
position that this was the only way
to stop tht rioting which has keen
in progress since Sunday morning at
the points where a second fare wae
demanded by the company's em-
ployes.
The elevated and express train serv-
ice to the seashore resort were aug-
mented. The arrested inspectors were
bailed in the sum of $50o eadh).
The stoppage of the •eurface-ear
traffic had the effect of quieting the
disturbances tonight, and the. company
claigin it will not attmept to run the
surface cars through to Coney Island




Children and Aged Women Are to
Be the Favored Quests.
Rev R. W. Chiles and his wile. of
the Rescue Mission, are preparing an
outing for a number of children and
aged women who are under their min-
istration. The outing is to be held
today week and will occur at the
Thompeon mill, out on the Cairo road
about three miles. which is said to;
he a most desirable place. The peo-
nle of the section have promised to
lend their assistance to the occa-
sion with music and 'some baskets of
food. but Mr and Mrs. Chiles are
asking donations in the way of well-
filled baskets from Padiscahana, who
have generally heretofore responded
liberally.
The public has an invitation to at-
tend the Outing as well as make it
a vticcess, and the response will doubt.
less be satisfactory. as it should.
NEWSPAPER BOLTS CUMMINS
- —
Appeal to Knife Iowa Republican
Made by Sioux City Journal.
Sioux City. Iowa, Aug. ts.—C. W.
Johnston. of Des Moines. who was
one of Perkins' managers in the late
contest for the republican nomination
for governor, has a eeneational open
letter to republicans of the state in
hflr. Perkins' paper, the Sioux City
Journal, today, in which he appeals
to them to bolt not only Curramine,
but the repirblican candidate for con-
gress also.
'He bows his. appeal that they bolt
the congressional ticket on the repre-
sentation tihat the Iowa con-grime/nen
who have been renominated, enabled
Cumenine to defeat Perkins.
"Baptizing and renovating the re-
publican party in Iowa is of more im-
portance." he says, "than all the con-
gressmen combined." As to the gov-
ernorship, he says it makes no differ-
ence 'to standpatters whether the re-




Union Trust Company Failure in
Pittsburg Is Developing.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Aug. 15.— t nat rre
shortage at the Union Trust company
caused Sy the crooked work of C1
S. Hixton. the individual bookkeeper.
and Cliffordi B. Wray, the teller. will
amount to far more them the P25.-
noo which the bank admits was stolen
probably $scio.000 was evidenced this
afternoon, when a string of sokhnow-
al information's were mark agdinq
the two men, both of Whom are in
jail. The hail of the two men was
originally fixed at $2o.00ta, but after
the additional warrants were issued
We hail ofArixton was increased to
StAci.000, w ile that of Wray was
incresiaed to $t6o,00o. The men said
they guessed they would remain in
tail until their cases were called.
Calloway County Man Killed by Mule.
Murray, Ky., Aug. 15.—Eliia Mer-
rell. who lived out south of Murray
some eight miles, was killed lit!it Sat-
urday about a o'clock by a mule. The-
mule was somewhat foolish about
bridling, and Muvell undertook to
bridle him when the mule wihirled
about, carrying him down an incline
It ia notSksiown whether he got tan-
gled is the bridle or was only trying
to look! the mule and failed to turn
loose in time to save himself.
was at ttte time of the killing owlet in
Benton county, Tenn. The massing
were laid away at the Mount Plea;'at
cemetery on Monday nvornino. H
left in aged mother, wife and an.
•• ./1,4111111111111111111111 sole and hoist of relatives.
ANOTHER OLD
RENEE DIES
W. A. SMITH" SUCCUMBS& TO
GENERAL DEMILITY,
AGED 80.
Body Quietly Laid at Rest in Mount
Kenton Cemetery Yesterday
Afternoon.
Tbe remains of Mr. William A
Smith were laid at rest yesterday aft-
ernoon at 4 o'clock in Mount Kenton
cemetery, three miles west of the city
Mk. Smith died the night before at
the home of Ibis daughter, Mrs. Ad-
cock, out on the Hinkleville road, at
Potter's store, of general debility, he
being about So years of age
Mr. Smith .svas for a number of
years a resident of Paducah, but a
few monthe. since went to live with
his daughter. He resided for years
at 2021 West Jefferson, in a little cot-
tage surrounded by many fruit trees
aand lower bushes. He was a pleas-
ant gentleman, though his walks in
life were most modest, and he had a
number of friends who esteemed him
bighly. He was a widower, his aged
wife heaving died about a year since
and he left only his daughter, Mrs.
Adcock, an only son, Barney Smith
who was a well-known carmen, dy-
ing about five months ago.
Thn interment was attended by
only a few friends, the death of Mr.
Smith being known to only a Yew
MUST HOLD NALLOT BOXES.
Hearst Secure, Order Against New
York Election Officials.
New York, Aug. cc—William Ran-
dolph Hearts has won his fight to
prevent the municipal authorities from
removing from the boxee in which
they were deposited ballots cast at the
last election pending a possible re-
count of the vote for mayor. The
bureau of elections will be compelled
to expend about $6,000 in having new;
boxes made for use at the corning!
primaries.
There are 2.000 Of t11551,e bOaeir and
they have been locked up in a storage
warehouse ever since Hearst began to
contest MoClellan'a election as to the
mayoralty.
SUIT FOR DAMAGES.
F. N. Garner Wants Pay for Injuries
Sustained.
•
in the circuit court yesterday F. N.
Gardner. Jr., the well-known furni-
ture dealer of South Third near
ay, filed snit against Edward
Bridjen, the contractor, for $2,15o for
injuries sustained by a fall. In his
petition Mr. Gardner says that Bridges
left a board, on the !sidewalk un-
marked with a danger light, and that
he stumbled over it in the darki it
being night at the time, and he was
trruised and had a thumb broken, and
for this he asked the damages for
which he sues. The case is set down
for the coming term of the court.
CITY COURT YESTERDAY.
Several Minor Cases Made Up the
Docket.
Judge Puryear. of the City Court,
had the following bnefnesa yesterday.
Wiiltiam C. Carter, breach of peace;
continued till today.
Alexander McClure, disordtrlf con-
duct; tirrned over to connty coml.
robe Fletcher. malicious assault;
continued till snday.
Minnie Gary. false swearing; con-
tinned until the 22/1
, Tom Garland, breach of ordinance;
judgment for $to and cent.
C F. Miller, bread of ordinance:
judgment for $2 and cost.
Fined for Hissing Flag.
Bayonne. N. J. Aug. re —James
Mere, an Englishman. was. fined $ae
in the police court today for hissing
the 'American lag during the perform-
.ance at a theatre last night The judge
who imposed the fine was a member
of the aedience. Piere's action in
hissing the Oars and stripes as they
were waived by a performer at' the
emeclusion of a song almost caused
4 riot in the audience.
Ides Husband: Weds Another.
Omaha. Neb.. Aug i.—John A.
14elly. formerly of Rockford, Ill_ 70
years old, today married his third
wife. aged 20. near Sfoux City. his




REPUDIATES WHIST DEBTS vALuAg
Denver Physician Will Not Pay Wife's
Gambling Accounts.
Denver, Coy., Aug. 15.—Dr. Frank
Waxhall advertised in an afternoon
paper today 'that he would not pay
his wife's bridge whist debts.
"My husband and I have not quar-
reled," said Mrs. Waxlin't -4.nd
)),
against some of the people who
'.-oaked' me."
The doctor, explanining, said;
"Dabbling in stocks and investments
becoming a fad of society women
any many fakirs live off their gulli-
bility. Often sell they are made
bridge whist victims and I for one
will not stand the drain."
WILL REMODLE BUILDINGS
To Be Made an Annex to' the Belvi.
dere Hotel.
MT James P. Smith, for the J. R
Smith estate, is going to have the
two buildings on Broadway' near Sec-
ond street, lately occupied by the Nie-
man trunk factory and clothing firm
of Goodman SE Schwab, remodeled
so that the second and third floors can
be made an annex to the Belvidere
hotel, of which the estate is the prop-
erty owners The plans for the re-
constructed buildng are being drawn
now and the work may be commenced
ere thc month has passed. The growth
of the Belvidere tMainess demands
more rooms and hence this improvc,-
ment.
BIG FREE BARBECUE
To Be Held at Kevil on the Twenty-
Sixth Instant.
There will he a big free barbecue
at Kean', in Ballard county, on the
26th inst. it will be held in the in-
terest of the Tobacco Growers' Asso-
ciation, and there will no doubt be a
large attendance. The day is to be
given to speaking. with addresses by
Hon. 011ie James. Hon Hal Corbett
aand Messrs. T. J. Mile, and John
Allen, and music and other features
The barbecne is in the ands of some
of the best known men of the sec-
tion anad town of Kevil, and this aas-
sures a splendid affair and abundance
of good things.
Old Residents of Graves County Die.
:Mayfield. Ky. Aug. t5.—W. T. Wi-
man died at his home* at Lowes Sun-
day night at the age of 75 years. The
fimersl and burial were at Mount
Olive Baptist Church, near LOwes
Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock. HA
left a wife and eight children—six
boys and two girls.
Mks. John Y. Rocker, of Wingo.
died last Thursday. She was a most
excellent and highly esteemed lady,
and was) horn Sept. 15. 1824. in Fay-
ette county. mad was married to her
surviving heshaand in Iffsa No chil-
dten act left to mourn (her departure.
but she leaves, besides her husband'
a brother, Nathan Lackey, of Mar-
shall county, and a sister. Mrs. Marsh s
}rocker. of Mayfield, stepmother of
Judge J. W. Harker, of Mayfield..
The Very Ski.
A decided change for the better Is
reported in the condltiom of Ilir. L. M.
Rieke, the wholesale dry goods aver-
chant, who has been quite mask for
several weeks. His condition is most
cheering to hie_pliysician and pleas-
ing to his famil•yaaecP many friends.
'Detective T. J. Messere, who was
operated on several (rays since for ap-
pendieitie, continues to improve. His
physician thi•ke he will be able to
be on the streets again is a week or
1Tiore.
Mr. Joe Flassh. the well-known-
marine engineer, is finite ill at .his
residence. 327 North Fourth. street
He has congeatitne. ?slot
. Deaths in Calloway County.
Murray. Ky., Au s m.—Mrs.
Sarah Skinner, widow of Mr. Joe
Skinner, who died a member of years
ago. died at the home of her son, Joe
Monday morning. aged about 75 year);
She was the mother of alders Ed and
Cord Skinner, of this city, and Jolla
and Joe Slcinneroof the county.
Julius Alexaander, son of Eaqiiite
D. J. Alexander. died Sunday and
was buried Iflonclay at Alum.'
Clearly Fear the People.
I Eight members of the hoard of edn•cation are to be elected in November
to fill vacancies which will then oc-
cur in Vs• membership. it is goner-
ally understood that ef the seven
whose terms reguianly (isn't* only
twit Messrs. teckenbach end .krd.
will stand for re-electien. The others
claim to have had enotigh during
their terms having doubtlese largely
decided to discount the intention of
!the voters is the matter, •
LE
PING LOST
WHETHER STOLIBN OR OVER-
LOOKED IS MOOTED
Q U LSSION.
eweler Claims He Delivered Them
to House Boy Sent by
the Owner.
The Register last evening received
the information that a well-.known
lady of lower Kentucky avenue had
during the day lost a valuable dia-
mond ring under peculiar aand rather
suspicious circumstaances. Accord-
ing to our information the lady, who
had had two diamoid rings at a jew-
elerfs for repairs, sent her colored
house boy after them. He retesened
with a box which supposedly con-
tained the two rings, but which, when
she opened the receptacle, 'contained
but one ring. Apparently the box
had been delivered, as the jeweler had
handed it to the boy and he said he
had not opened- the paackage, so the
lady made the facts known to the
jeweler without delay. The reply of
the jeweler was that he had put both
rings in the box and if the two 'were
not there that the negso boy had
taken them out. %bus the matter
stood so far as the Register's infor-
mant knew at last accounts. The hour
at which the Register learned the
facts stated prevented the paper from
either corroborating or securing a de-
nial thereof, and the police had not
been advised. of the loss, but the
source of the paper's information justi-
fies, the belief that the ring turned up
missing as stated and that the lady
who owned the jewel lost it in the
mnanner told. The ring was doubly
prized because it was the owner'e
wedding circlet. s, -77
Reported Loss of Rope.
The West Kentucky Coal company
at Second and Ohio streets reports
to the police the theft of about Stoo
worth of, rope, which was taken from
one of their boats moored in 'The
Ducks Nest" just above the city in %
Tennessee river. The rope is sup-
reseed to have been stolen one night
early in the week but was onlymiased
yesterday. The theft is laid at the
door of some vagrant shantyboater.
Sock! Notes
Tuesday morning at bee home on
Jefferson street, Mkt. W. B. Mills en-
tertained at cards in honor of 'her sis-
ter, Mrs Mark Anthony of T.-exington,
Ky., who is her mat. The decora-
tions were very pretty, and delight-
ful refreshments were served. Ilhere
were two privet given awiy. The
first prize was received by Miles Lillie
Mile Winstead, and was a eut glass
filagree cologne bottle. Miss Mar-
garet Park Was jinnored•with the con-
solation prize, a copy of "The Gaar-
den of Allah." wb'eh etre presented
to Mrs. Anthony.
---
Monday evening, at the home of
Mks. 0. B. Wheeler, rito North Thir-
teenth street, a sorpriee party was
given him by a few of hi a friends. But
though it was a surprise to hint
he was there with the refreshments
for the party of young folks
called on him unexpectedly.
In honor of her guest. Miss Lillian
Hoedgine of Evawsville, at her
e on Clark street. Miss Mara
Boyle entertained a number of her
friends The yard we; lighted up with
Japanese lanterns and wits very pret-
ty Every one present express them-
selgee as having a big time. Refresh-
ment! were served about TT o'clock.
Mlas Mabel Beery entertained Thee-
day evening at her home. tim South
Fourth street. in honor of Mk: Lil-
lian Hodgkins, of Evanoville. Trot.
* *
This evening at the home of MIAs
Mary Ripley and !Willa Inez Bell, on
South Third Mort, will he entertained
a few of their friends with a law*
party in honor of Mitte,Hodgkine, of
PAransville.
Marring. Licenses.
J. J T.agacy. age so years and Wes
Ida U. Putman. age ee years. and
Frank Dugan. of Paducah, nd Miss
Flora Riedel, of Golconda, Ii., were
F,ranted license to marry Wednesday.
The Joe Fowler left yesterday tor






EVERY CiTY SHOULD OWN
ITS TERMINAL
TRACKS.
St. Louis General Maaager Decleares
Such an Arrangement Would
Kelp Cities.
10•11
St. Louis, Aug. r5.—That -the muni-
cipality should own all railroad tracks
which occupy public thoroughfares,
or which constaute a part of a big
city's railroad terminal system, is the
expressed opinion of a prominent
general manager resident in St.
Louis. Municipal ownershp of
terminal operation of trains over the
terminal system,  would have a ten-
dency to solve the' terminal problem
ci St. Leuia, Chicago, New York or
any ether great metropolis.
"The report of the Municipai
Bridge and Terminals commission,”
said this ,general manager, "suggested
an idea of mater al importance. Every
great municipality, like St. Louis or
New York. should- own all tracks
that ocoupy public thoroughfares, or
that are devoted to terminal uti:ity.
and permit every road wlech enters
the city, or which might dedire to en-
ter the city. to use these facilities on
equitable conclaions.
"An arrangement of this kind
would have many advantages. It
would remove the necessity and
difficulty of a railroad's obtaining
special figanchises or privileges, it
would leave the faclities open to all
competitive lines, it would provide
right of way to any part of•the city
to al competitive lines and it would
exist as a standing opportunity for
any new line to enter the city.
"Were the eity to operate the trains
there would, very likely, arise the
brothers of politics. That would be
a matter between the officeholders
and the public. But the better way
would be for the city to own the
tracks and facii.ties and for the roads
to use the tracks under equitable con-
dition C. •
Advocates Municipal Ownership.
-With municipal ownership of the
tracks the city could close streets and
furnosh additional facilities without
much trouhe. Now, a road has to
submit to malty anxieties in the en-
eleavor te get a franchise or to have
a street vacation ordinance passed.
The city °could extend the terminal
tracks, build crossovers, or recon-
struct switches when and where :t
pleased.
"The facilities would be open to all
roads alike and access would be se-
cured te ail sections of the town. At
the presetat time the ,great cost of
ground and facilities deters a aew
road from coming into a metropol s.
The Rock lotted bought an entrance
into St. Louis; but few roads would
undertake such a project in a city of
the size of St. Louis, New York or
Chicago. That was an exceptiona.
case.
"Lased and right of way would cost
sc much in St. Louis, or any other
large city, that a new road, particular-
ly a small read. would not make an
effort to ,get in; and the faster the
city grows dee more expensive term -
nal 'properties become.
"Were the city to own the termi-
nal facilities and permit all roads to
use them on equitable conditions, I
bilieve the priacipe of the terminal
problem would be well applied. Some
plan to enable the roads to get the
facilities that they need is necessary.
Old roads mint expand and new
rords must ind entrance. The con-
ditions and cespepeasistion that are
exacted have a retardieg effect. wriich
hurts the city as ruck as it in-
juries the roads. med some method
mast be put in fiarce to relieve the
situation."
Excursion Rams% Via. Southern
Railway tree* Leuisville.
Denver, C.i.iellers Iluntage and Pu-
eblo. Col.—$44 se Set sale daily ta
September 30th, n return limit if
October 31st.
Ashville, N On sale
daily the year roiled, good returning
within six meatles.
6110 SOLDIERS FALSE SWEARING
ON A RAMPAGE IS THE CHARGE
es
REIGN OF TERROR LN WHICH YOUNG WOMAN SO ACCUSED
WHITE MAN IS BY UNDERTAKER OF
KILLED. CITY.
Woman Roughly Handled arra Claims
Attack Was Made by
Negro Soldiers.
Brownsville, Tex., Aug. 15.—Last
evening Mrs. Leon Evans was at-
tacked at lier home by a negro and
very roughly handled. She 'asserted
that a negro sOdier was the assail-
ant and an effort was made to ap-
prehend him. A company of blacks
has recently been stationed at Fort
Brown and have been obnoxious to
the citizens, After the search a band
of these negroes came from the fort
to the town. They tired several vol-
leys down Main street. Twenty-
three shots entered the residence of
Lou s R. Cowan and many went
through the residence of F. E. Stark.
Policeman Joe Dorninge had his arm
and hand shattered and his hor9
killed tinder him. Frank Natus, a
barkeeper at the Ruby saloon, was
killed. A Krag-Jorgensen bullet
passed through his heart.
A coupe of bricks were shot out
of the wall of the Miller Hotel near
a wIndow where guests were sleep-
ing.
After leaving the garrison the
negroes took a direct course up the
alley back of Elizabeth street. Repre-
sentations have been made to the
governor and a request that the
negroes be moved away immediately
to save trouble.
Companies B. C. and D. of the
Twenty-fifth Infantry are stationed
at Fort Brown.
FINDS WIFE ALIVE, MAY
DIE BECAUSE OF SHOCK
Husband, Also Thought Dead, Over-
joyed Upon Return. to Iowa.
Sioux City. la. Aug. ts.—After each
had believed for eighteen years that
the other was dead, Mr. and Mrs
John Campbell met here Sunday, and
the man was so overcome that he is
mentally deranged and may not re-
Cover.
'Campbell left his wife and
children to go West, expecting to
send for them. His hotel burned
and his wife, getting no further trace
of him, gave him up for dead. He was
told later that his wife was dead and
his children were being cared for by
a brother. Grief-stricken, he joined
the English forces in the Boer war
When he returned here and found
'the brims of his On Robert, who was
married, he was confronted by his
wife, who came from another room.
and the surprise proved too great for
him
two
THE UNITED STATES SENATE
The terms of fifleen Democrats and
fifteen Republicans who have seats in
the United States senate will expire
ors March a next. The Democrats
are: Bacon, Ga.: Bailey, Tex.; Ber-
ry, Ark.; Blackburn, Ky.; Carm.ack
Tense; Clark. Mont.; Dubois, Idaho;
Foster. La. (re-elected); Gearin, Or.;
MicLaurint Miss. (re-elected); Mar-
tin. Va.; 'Moron. Ala.:- Patterson
CM; Simmons. N. C; Tillman, .S. C
The Republican's are' Alger. Mich.;
Alter, Del.; Benson, Kas.; Burnham
N. H.; Crane, Mass.; Cullom Ili;
Dolliver, Iowa: Dryden, N. J Elio-
ins, W. Va.; Frye. Me.; Gamble, S
D.: Millard, Neb.; Nelson, Minn.;
Whrren, Wy.: Wetmore. R. I.
Sonic of the Democrats have al-
rigidly been re-elected. and Others.
nominated by popular vote. Berry
will be succeeded by Davis. Blackburn
by Paynter, and (Ihrmack by Tay-
lor. .Gearin will he succeeded by
Jonathan tiourne, a Republican. The
atattat of Montana. Idaho and Colo-
rado are Moubtf al. so the Democrats
have lost r and three are in doubt.
To the Republican list the !tate' of
Delaware. Kansas. Welt Virgin.a and
Rhode Island are doubtful, four in
all, hut the chances favor the Repub-
licans in most of, these states. The
new state of Oklahoma will elect
two senators and the outlook is very
favorable to the Democrats.
Low H.omeseekers Rates to many
points in the southwest, west and
points .in the souliteast, west and
southewst on first and, third Tues-
days'of each month, June to Novem,
ber inclitaive.
For additional information, tickets
etc., call on any agents ef she South.
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., TTI East
Main street. T.eximaten. Ky.
C. M. MUNGERFORD, D. P. A.
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville. Ky. I
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., St
Louis, Mo.
Sir. Sharte,.. Sinse, wk. in former
years was such a meted; igure in the
public life of Great Britain, is aften
asked to contribute articles ssa current
politics, but clleataillip refutes. u.
Kentucky Coal in 1905-
From the Pre-: Balletin1/4 of the
United States geological survey it is
learned that each year since 1896 the
coal production of Kentiacky has
shown an increase in quantity, un-
til in roo5 the output was two and
one-half times that of 1ik96. It
amounted to 8.432.523 ahort tons,
which had a value on te spot of $R.-
385,232.
Compared with tiaoa, when the pro-
duction, amounted to 7,576.4132 short
tons, the output in 1o05 atrows an in-
crease of 8.56.041 ton a or 11.3 per
cent, while the value increased in
somewhat less proportion from $7,-
Wilktu2 to $8,485a32. a gain of $517,-
040, Or 6.6 per cent.
Denied Claim That She Gave Lein on
In.suraance Policy for Mother's
Burial Expenses.
Ass Minnie Gray, a young womaan
who lives at too8 North Tenth street,
is to be tried before Magistrate Chat.
Emery on the 23d inst., charged with
dertaking establishment, and pre-
on a warrant sworn oat by Mr. Fred
Roth of the Matti!, Etinger & Co. un-
dertaaking establishment, anad pre-
sented yesterday before the justice,
but was given a continuance until the
day stated.
Miss Graay's mother died recently,
and the daughter, it is said, gave the
undertaking establishment a lien on a
policy she carried upon her mother's
life to defray the burial she desired
for the remains. It is further aal-
leged that Miss Gray collected the
policy, notwithstanding the lien given.
and when sued for the account mules
oath denied having assigned any part
of the insurance, hence the charge
mentioned.
The amount involved in the clam
as only $51, but the question of veraci-
ty is principally the fight Mr. Roth
is maaking. He has.. two witnesses
who testify to his claim that Miss
Gray did give him a lein on the pol-
icy.
Why Salad Is Good in Summer.
The attractiyeue-s of a salad as an
adjunct to a dinner, especially in hot
weather, is explained on physiological
principles by a writer in 'Phe Lancet
(London). He calls attention to the
fact that the sight of food, particularly
animal food, often lessens the appe-
tite on a hot day. and that a fresh
green salad not only renders the out-
look of a meal attractive, but is also
encouraging to the digestive organs
He Rays:
"When there is no incllnation to eat
or when, as it is commonly said, -I
person does not 'fancy' his food, there
is, as a rule, torpidity of digestive
functions. With the f;light of tempting
food the work of the digestive organs
is begun. 'The mouth waters.' and
even the gastric juice flows in re-
sponse to a pleasant impression The
salad, therefore, may fill a special and
important gap in the dietary: and
when it is prepared wiith oil, as ev-
ery good salad should be, it becomes
an excellent and agreeable vehicle for
conveying fat into the body.'
The writer tells us that until re- 1
cent years the, salad was an. almost'
ignored dish in Great Britain. Even;
now. he says, few English people
realize that materials for malenrg sal-,
ad grow wild abundantly in England.
and may be had for the mere pluck-
ing. He writes:
"As a rule, a salad conveys to the
average English mind merely a dish
of cultivated plants. such as lettuce
endive, cucumber, mustard, cress, on-
ion or radish. Such excellent wild
vegetables as sorrel, dandelion, wild
ohicory, shepherd's purse, lady's
smoekl, or even stone erop, all digni-
fied by the name of weeks, are well
known to our French neighbors as
admirable Ingredients of a salad, but
suck plants, thougai growing abun-
dantly in every grassy meadow, are
almost unknown as materials for a
salad in this country. Dressed by the
discreet addition of sound olive oil
and pure wine vinegar, no .more ex-
cellent adjunct to the cold dish can
'be suggested. The oil modifies and
'smooths" the peculiar flavors of the
juices of the plant, while. the vinegar
softens the tissues, renders them more
digestible, and gives an agreeable pic-
quaary to the wbole. The use of
*lads prepared from tender plants by
those who possess normal digestive
powers. is doubtless salutary, and the
constituents of raw green vegetables
contain salts which have a favorable
effect upon the condition of the blood
In cooking, of course, a large propor-
tion of these salts is removed. It is
probably the abundance of alkaline
salts in green vegetables which makes
them of sesvice in some ilieease of the
sldin."
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
In Denmark girls insure against be-
coming old maids.
Tea carriers in China carry tea in
in bags. each weighing twenty
pounds.
According to the department of
commerce and labor, during 1904 1.-
(-153.000,000 pounds of coffee were
consumed in the United tSates, val-
ued at $81,000,00.
Two blob school teachers in Trieste
have invented a new system of wire-
less telegraphy. Their experiments
have proved so successful that the
government has come to their aid.
Justice Phillinisn is the on'y judge
on the English bench who c- n boast
of being ambideprous. and ;• is said
to he curious to watch hi-i taking
notes in court. ming his p... first in
one hand and then the other
'Howard F. Maybew. a • ling ml-
lionaire of New Bpdford. Vasa., is
employed in a cotton mill 'here, go-
ing to work at 6:3e in ti • • morning
aand quitting at 6 at night and stud-
ies in a textile school until to o'clock.
Catholic Standard and Times.
The new born son of Prince and
Princess Gustavue Adolphas ha' re-
ceived the name of Gustavus Adol-
phus Oscar Frederick Arthur Fel-
minwl. He will be know-a as Prince
Gustavus Adolphus. and h-ic received
the title of the Duke of Weaterboth-
en
Hadn't ties Citath..s.
-Really." said tbe up-ta-date car-
penter, "I can't do any night work
for you: not.after 6 o'clock."
"But." protested Mr. Swellman. 'the
work must be finished by tomorrow
morning. I expect to pay you double
for your night work"
"Oh, it isn't that; but. you see, my
dress snit is at des 'ac' er's."—The
The Expert.
"Ts Speedman a good chauffeur?"
"Gbod? Say! he caught a man yes-
terday that every motorist in the cityl







Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's




No theorise taught but tsactual business from the start. Thorough
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting. penmanship, cor-
reepondense, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.
Call or write for beautiful new samlog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
The Only Licensed
. Michael Pawnbroker
MONEY LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Roger's Silverweare, such as Knivoa
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches—Hamilton
and Balk B. W.. Raymond—one half price.
Just received, nice lot of Bracele ts, odd sizes and 6-size Watches.
cents on dollars for ten days. ii BROADWAY.





WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE ,MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BAT/f
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Leo, 315 hay.
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILE IAMS BICYCLLCO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s are yom
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UN
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. ExPial
machinists in oar repair shcap. All work guaranteed.
 - AIN
241 eletiskiDWAY, MEW YORK. * a
Mil MO OM= iiiit,100T, 1.911111Y1051" • 
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weenier and sleeping is a tar-
ture at the present time, and these beamaiial moonlights we have
at present. Come one come ail .and hear his musc at 6o6 S. 4th..
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. $. but
of the world. The Victor and the itsasonosit talking nukkinen
from Sr° to Coo put within the reaeh si the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records fee- sada am else. 33c, ie in. 6oc. v., in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic ressorsla beam Shoo, I2.00, $3.00,
Set.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, hlracella Sasembrkh. Carause aid Sawa* and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists et bids bind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you ma ses that it is perfect. We
don't sell second hand machine* Sr reemeds.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perieat sad saw. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. Wit* starry a Mu muck of
needels and we will repair your broken asashisees at Shoved pries,.
We will take pleasure in explaining Wm iiimbsaism of your Zone-
phone.. I have 500 new and latest murk tram ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieties. My concerts will be
from 7 p. m. to TO p. m.. No pieces played twice and we piety
from 75 to Ioo piecesseevery night. Resneweleer that •rou can buy
the Victor machine, it is no would. DM a pismare. We will=
pleascure in showing you about either II* er asop
machismo, also care ef records. 101111
I remain your talking maeleine 411641
DON 11111111111TO,
TIM TALKING MCU M






MENT SAYS BOLTED FOOD
CAUSES DIVORCE.
itaps No Girl Should Marry Man
Who Has the Quick-
Lunch Habit
"No girl should marry a man who
has the 'quick lundh/ habit. Rapid
eating causes indigestion., which al-
ways engenders ill-nature.
"Even the best of food, if bolted.
will render a man sour on the world
and an enemy t3 himself and his wife.
"So-called 'quick lunches' are re-
sponsible for more divorces, domes•
ti- trneYeg nnd, scandal thnn any-
thing else in the category of human
•evils."—Excepts from the reductions
of Edward H. Pritchard, secretary of
the Chicago health department.
Edward IT. •Pritchard, secretary c5f
the Chicago health department, has
declared war on the quick lunch habit.
"The lunch counters where quick
lundhes are eerved." said Secretary
Pritchard. "are responsible for more
divorces, wrecked homes and domes-
tic trouble Ifim anytbng else. NY> girl
should marry a man who has the
quick lunch habit, for her life is sure
to he unhappy. When a man scolds
his wife and finds fault at home it
can nearly always be laid to the door
•of the quick lunch restaurant."
Mr. Pritchard and Acting Mlayor
(MicGann had been discussing all-night
baths, and his philippic on the lunh
. counters was aroused by Mr. Mc-
Gann's 'statement that the municipal
bath is a great factor in marital hap-
piness.
"The effect of the quick lunch habit
is seen on every man, whoever he is,"
I*. Pritchard continued. "It causes
indigestion. which always engenders
ill nature. T am not talking about
the food they serve. Tat is usually
good, is kept clean and is well served.
But it is the rush and the haste with
which a man eats a quick lunch that
does the business.
"Why, the barbarism of a South
Sea island can't he compared to :t
We think We are civilized, but the
way the people eat at the lunch
counters is worse than barbarous.
savage wouldn't think of mistreating
himsel that way. A man rushes intc
a restaurant at the noon hour, his
whole system intent upon one thing—
getting out :15 soon as he can. He
sees a man who is finishing a lunch
and darts behind his chair so that he
-can get a seat when his predecessor at
the lunch conntes is through. just as
soon as the eater arises he slipe into
the eeat, mumbles hie order to the
waitress and when she brings the food
he pushes it into his, mouth and swal-
low' it as if he were trying to break
a record.
"It is no wonder that men who eat
at quick lunch counters scold th7ir
wives They feel miserable and enine
one has to suffer for it. If a girl finds
out a man has the quicki lunch habit
She would be justified in breaking
the engagement. She will never live
happily with him."
Mr McGann believes that domestic
happiness follows in the wake of the
municipal bath, and for this reason
advocates keeping them open at
night eo that the workingman may
enjoy them
'UNDERGROUND FREIGHT LINE
Is Put in Operation in Chicago—
Miles of Track.
Chicago. Aug. x5.—The freight
bores of the Illinois Tunnel company
will carry merchandise of all kinds
In carload lots for the first time to-
;lay. .Announcement to this effect
was, made by officials of the company.
This movement will Maeke the praac-
tkal completion of the Illinois Ttmnel
company's system of underground
freight railroads, the construction of
which wee begun five years ago and
which has cost its owners about $30.-
000.e0()
The company has now ae miles of
tunnel equipped with rails and over-
head. trolleys in the district bounded
by Chicago avenue, the lake. Halstead
Street and Sixteenth street. Fifty
powerful electric locomotives and sev-
eral /hundred care are sow ready for
and the company has recently
placed an order for soo additional
cars and' 35 new locomotives.
The company has finiahed contry•-
tione with thirty building in the down
town district. Connections have al-
ready been made between the freight
:land warehouses of nine of the prinei-
pal railroads. Others are under way
WOMEN GM/11 LE IN PARK.3
Kenosha, Wis- Aug. r5.—A sensa-
tion was, caused in ,Kenosha this
morning when it was reported that
members of the Civic Federation, re-
cently organized, had secured evi-
dence against Kenosha women who
had been gambling I on. wheels at
parks about the city and is said
that there will be a large nutnber of
arrests.
It is claimed that the federation
Wil! Ilse the evidence against the
women as a lever by which to close







Who Managed Nebraskan's Campaign
Two Times, Is Not Again
Wanted.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 15.—It is
reported in Washington that former
senator James K. Jones', of Arkansas,
is not to take a conspicuous part in
the Bryan reception in New York
Senator Jones' professional associa-
tion with the Standard Oil Com-





dags ago when the senator was dis-
covered by the reporters at Oyster
Bay in a big touring car with a Mr.
Barnesdale, one of the under chiefs
of the Standaarcf Oil. Every effort
has been made to keep their visit to
the president a secret. Secretary
Loeb gave no hint of it and unusual
means were taken to reach the presi-
dent's summer home unobserved. It
was developed, bowe-ver, that the sen-
ator had gone to Sagamore Hill to
„appeal to the president on behtlf of
the Standktrd Oil Company.
Jones a Trust Man.
For months it has been no secret
that ex-Senator Jones was under a
heavy retainer for the Standard Oil
Company. Nor is this, it is said
his first close affiliation with :he
trusts, if statements of those familiar
with the round-cotton bale monopoly
can be believed. It is declared that
shortly after Senator Jones had fin-
ished managing Bryan's second cam-
began
paign his change of heart, politically,
A leading democrat said to-day:
"There is nothing in his Standard
Oil connections of which Senator
Jones need be ashamed, hut he could
ill afford at this time, when he has
been saying and doing so much to
start a boom for Bryan, to have this
connection brought out so publicly.
"Friends of Mr. Bryan are worried
over Mr. Jones' activity. They do not
see how he could work for MV. Bryan
with one hand and for the greatest
of trust's with tete other.
"They now recall that ex-Senator
Jones did not come strongly in favor
of a third Bryan nomination uniil
after Virgil P. Kline, John D. Rocke-
feller's personal attorney, indorsed
Mr. Bryan. Then Mr Jones sent a
long letter to Mr. Bryan outlining the
reaeone why he should consent to
head the democratic ticket in a third
national campaign.
"It is whispered that Mr. Bryan
replied with, a significant hint that
he would criticise the Standard Oil
and other big monopolies He eVen
wanted to know why the big men rf
the oil trust were meddling in poli-
tics.
freely commenting
on this suggested obscuration..of the
malt who both in 1896 and- Juno was
the chairman .of the democratic na-
tional committee and the first official
consultant of Mr. Bryan, the presi-
dential candidate. Senator Jones'
friends here are somewhat indignant
and declare that as the original Imo-
jectors of ehe reception was McClel-
lan-fRyan-Belmont creatures, any
discrimination against the senator
would be unfair.
Emphasis to Senator
aid Oil ffiliations was
Visit to Prudent.
"The Arkanean's recent visit to Sag-
amore Hill to plead with the Presi
dent to overrule a decision of Secre-
taary Hitchcock of the interior depart
rent seems to have had the effect of
quieting any talk of gtving him a place
of unusual prominence at the coming
reception, of Mr. Bryan's return to
America.
"In view of his Standard Oil con-
nections some surprise, was expressed
that Mr. Jones should accept a lead-
ing part in a movement that is bound
to oppose the methods of his employ-
ers. Even his friends cannot see how
he expects to hold. a standing in the
ranks of the anti-monopolists. '
"The actual legal business which
ex-Senator Jones is transacting for
the Standard Oil relates to the leas-
ing of oil lannfts in the Indian Terri
tory. The terms of the leases enohibit
the lessees from sransferring the
property to others. The oil trust de-
sires to extent it monopoly, but Sec-
retary Hitchcock will not consent
Hence the appeal to President Roose
velt by the former democratic cam-
paign manager."
As a rule President Roosevelt sne-
tains Secretary Hitchcock in all his
acts relating to the public domain
Washington wonders if the Oyster
Bay visit will be in vain.
$Too SHORT
IN HIS ACCOUNT
Paying Teller Chisoim of Birming-
ham First National Goes
Wrong.
Birmingham, Ala., Aug. r5.—Offi-
ciale of the First National hank of
Birmingham announced that Alex R
Chisolm. paying- teller of that hank




at arty p PI LS
Of on any held If {emu, until you have received our complete Free Cain,
lognee illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-gradi
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
*micas and wonderful NW offers made possible by selling from factor)
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE /Nip ON AppNOVAL miaow a ant defrost?, Pay thet Freight and
allow 10 Days Fres Tidal and make other liberal terms which no othel
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vain
able information by simply wising us a postaL
We need • Weft. Alma in every town and can offer an oppertunto
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
Goeptel was bonded for Sao,000, the 111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111111MMINIIMB
lose to the bank will be reduced to
$70,00o. The discovery of the short-
age was made while Chisolm wag off
on his vacation. Sunday ,when he
returned from Atlantic City, and was
taken beofre the directors of the
bank, he broke down and confessed
'his shortage, naming as his accom-
plices certain brokers in whose shop'
he had lost the money, it was al-
leged, through speculation.
'Chisolms had $3000 in cash on 11:s
person when arrested, which be de-
livered to the bank authorities. It :s
understood that the alleged accom-
plice, namedl by Chisolm will be ar-
rested. Chisolm is under 30 years of
age, and is a son of Col. Robert Chic- I
olm, special attorney for the United
Stataes government. His family is
one of the most prominent in the
South.
BRYAN GOING ABROAD AGAIN
Will Visit Australia After He Re-
turns to This Country.
Paris, Aug. r5.—WItn. J. Bryan con-
firms the report from Melbourne that
be intends to visit Australia. He says
he will start invmediately after the
November election, sailing from San
Francisco and making a tour of New
Zealand as well as Australia. He will
be gone ten weeks and travel alone
His itinerary is not yet definitely de-
c'dect upon.
It was expected that Mi. Bryan
would see President Fallaieres yes-
terday, but the foreign office sent him
a most courteous note saying that Mr.
Bryan's stay in PParis was so short
that it did not permit the time for M.
Fallaieres to return from Rambottillet
in order to receive stxh a distinguish-
ed citizen.
QUITS CHEWING TOBACCO
AFTER Si YEARS' PRACTICE
Winthrop, Me., Aug. 15.—Elias M.
Clark has decided to quit chewing to-
bacco after Si years of the habit. He
wad i £45 years of age Monday, and to
celebrate the event caalled together
hi, friends with the announcement
that he intended to sign a pledge The
Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock which
is not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If one should
pass our examination with
some flaw uidetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it









pldge proved to be his declaration
that he will no longer use tobacco.
Much ceremony attended the dec-
laration, and his townspeople, many
of whom were present, are now wag-
ering on how long he will keep his
pledge. Odds that he will, though
after the first few hours Clark admit-
ted there was something he missedl
On the ground of expense, the
French postoffice has decided to aban-
don the scheme of delivering letters




? ? ? ? ? ? ?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay






CENT IS to write for ALL big razz PlIelfCLE rata' •lice most rlete Line of high-grade BleYeLl,TIMSan a. 
rfir.Low any other manufacturer Of dealer in OM world.
DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE
$8.0 PUNCTIIIIE-PROOF TIRES 0 N LY
.80  $4.8°PER Pair
0 introduoW
Voss a OR 6 LARCPWONT LIT
Pail' 
will SOB/ NAILS, T
r totialrePtiy OUT THE All
(CASH WITH 011 0111 .4 86)
NO MORE TROtBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife chts, can
be vulcanired like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thweand pairs new in actual use. Over
liefrenty-Ilve TheLlni pairs sold Iasi year.
Prio• $
.50 per pair.
Nobles theithlek robber trete}
"A" and pagoda» strips "Ii•
inisd "D." also rim strip "H"
to prevent rim witting. That
11g. willetuthut any o
FT, ELASTIC trar, of
111A.filt RIDING. 1)
IrmoRIPTION I 
Made in all sires. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
a special quality of rubber, wlfich never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
Mut allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole seams.. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture restating qualities being given by several layer, of thin, specially
prepared tric on the treed. That "Holding hack" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft reada is overcome by the patent "hasket Weave" tread which presents all air from being
agneeeed out between the tire and the road thus overceraisig all suction. The regular price of these
Urns it PI se per pair, but for advertising porpows we are making au pecial factory price to the rider
of only kilo per pair. Ali orders shipped same day letter is twvIved. We ship C.O.D. on approvaL
Tea 4. not pays cent until you have examined and found them strictly as rnresonted.
We will alhow • sash dbittonat of 3 per cent (thereby making the prier 114.611 per pair) if you send
111,1.1. IMAM WITH ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
padded brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closer, on full paid orders (these metal
~tuns closers to be used in caw of intentional knife cuts or heavy gsihsel. Tires to be returned
it OWE expense if for any reason they are mot satisfactory on examination.
'lee are perfectly reliable and monefeent to us is as safe as in a bank_ Ask your Portmaster,
asziker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair oi
these Urea, you will find that they will ride meter. run faster, wear better, lastlonger and loot
bier than say tire you have ever used Cr sees at any price. We ksow that pots will be so well
Pthat When you want a bicycle you will give us your artier. We want you to semi us • amaInualit
order at once, hence this remarkable tire over.
INIASTIR. @MIKES, evebuirhyiuhragw"*".in the bicraftd ..114eve so dvebirtsusaantdlialisr"st=/
iris, it reharged by dealers and pair men. Write for our big SUNDAY catalogue.De 
NOT 
WAIT but write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING."
bicycle or a pair of Urea from aurae until you know the new eV
Wenderful offers we Sr. making. It °sly costa a postal to Masa everythiag. Write it NOW. e
50 CENTS INSTEAD OF $1.50)
Three Books fqr the Price of One
THE LATEST AND BEST COPY RIGPIT Novra,s,,.
The Man Between—Amelia E. learr's greatest work, "A book destined to
shake the ciercial and fashion Re world to ite foundations."—Chicago
Tribune.
The Lady Evelyn—Max Pemb.trtos's n, charrn-ng
a dull line in the vettole Ir,ocrk A chum 'lag
fling mystet y."—New York World+.
The Rock in the Baltic—Robert BaCre magniticiant novel.
"Fur arid away the best work •f sinis tatertei autilier."—St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
Remember, the edition of the above books is limited. They can be had










PADycAti Rua. ESTI4lic.. WESTERN KEITIVCXY FARBIL3. SASit
11101WHLY PAYMENT. LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. yarrow
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST





Steam and Hot Water Heating.








130 S."IBIRD STREET: PADUCAZAKY
 17-
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic capsules
The specific for all malaria.
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bet
excursion oat of Paducah.
t11.••••••
Has
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee dyer & return
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237







WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ 1$ BETTER.
HAYES
It is a trip of pleasure, corntor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage Saha:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, Port,
Of five or ever $1.50 each, witkoat
meals; /2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. Foe
urther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
SEVENTH AND B":0ADWAY, or GIVEN FOWLER, City Paaa,








At Register Buddies, a,23 Broadway
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOIN WILHELM, Treasttrer
ReBERT S. WIklIBLM, Secretary
Entered at the Poetoffice of Paada-
cah, Ky., as second-class snail matter
One Year 
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week   .ro
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to





For City Judge. •
We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
as a oandielate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
Thursday Morning, August i6, 194
Unmasking a Hyprocrite.
The editorial reproduced from the
the Register in regard to Woodson
and the street railway of that city.
throws some Ight on the attitude of
Vs'oodson's Paducah sheet on the
same question in this city.
According to the Inquirer Woodson
is a stockholder in the Paducah
street car company. but whether this
be trite or not, it is a fact that the
president of the traction company
owns stock in Woodson's newspaper
and that.‘shcet can always be de-
pended Ai to fight against the peo-
ple's interest in every question in-
volving the traction company.
In Owensboro, according to the
Inquirer, since the company there
shut off Woodson's free passes, free
lights and power, his paper his
turned its batteries against that com-
pany. If the statements made by the
Inquirer !re backed up by facts
then Woodson's conduct is akin to
that of a blackmailer.
At any rate here in Paducah he
upholds and spuportsthetraction com-
pany, while in his home town he de-
nounces the traction company, and
our readers would do well to clip out
the Inquirer article and compare it
with seine ef the articles that have
appeared, and will continue to appear
in the Paducah News-Democrat. It
will serve to show up the chief owner
a'. that paper in his true character
It is rather remarkable that a fellow
like Woodson can drift into a wide
awake town like Paducah and pose as
a friend of the public when he has
all the ear marks of a superfine
hypocrite. He poses as being for
Bryan and free-si:ver, when 'he is as-
sociated with an out and out corpora
tion gang is this city -and has been
des gned as "One of August Bel-
mont's minor asaets by William
Randolph Hearst. He howls about
the Beekham machine, and yet boasts
of being one of the ring-leaders in
the infamous Music Hail convention
that spewed out the - most corrupt
machine that ever existed ;a Ken
tucky. He hew's „about protecting
the democracy from the machine
when he toots .a prominent part in
robbing the democrats of the state
at the Music Hall convention. He
accuses others of graft, yet he steers
clear of tdling of the sieged dis-
appearance of certain campaign
funds n 1900. His general reputa-
tion in this city is that he is out for
the stuff, and that fact causes the
general public tit look with suspicion
upon any position his **credited
sheet may take.
Where's the Motley te Genie Peers?
The quest ois put to the genera!
council by the board of public works
as to where the mosey is to come
from to pay the city's Part of several
improvements ordered by the general
council, la (me that' will interest the
public. - .110
When the annual budget was being
made up the beard ef public works
being familiar with the ainotint of
street work in ceatemplatiee, out-
side of that to be alone with the bor:d
iritoney, asked the gases-al council to
appropeiate the sum of $400o for
streets. This roomiest, see tossed
own and the sum of $18,000 was aP-
propriated. Under the charter the
city cannot go beyond that sum for
streets this year. The Auditor re-
ported to the board of public work's
yesterday, that on Angust 13, the
expenditures for streets had reached
the sum of $11 738.90 leaving a bal-
ance to the credit of the street de-
partment of only $2,261.10 to run it
for the remaing four. and one-half
months of the fiscal year.
The ordinary expenses of the street
department during the summer and
fall amounts to about $1,5oo a month,
which means that from August 13 to
November t, it Will take 113,750 for
the streets. In November and De-
cember the expense drops to about
$300 a month slaking it necessary to
have $4,750 for streets to Jan. I. With
cnly $2,261.10 for street purposes
that department will fall short $2,-
488.90. If 'the new streets and side-
walks in Mechanicsburg and on Jones
street and South Fourth street are let,
the city has no money with which to
pay its part which consists of the
intersect'ons Unless the general
council provides the money the
funds of the street department
will be exhausted October 1, as it
Will require $2,250 for current ex-
penses to that date, and the fund
only amounts to $J 261.1O. It is a
case of raising the money or quitting
business until the money is forth
C oming.
The old board protested against
only allowing the street department
$181cloo but the genera' council turned
a deafsfar. The board had figured
that the expsnse of keeping the new
streets clean weuld amount to con-
s derable, and that it would also re-
quire additional money for the city's
proportion for new work outside of
the streets to be improved under the
bond issue. After the board found
that the general council persisted :a
not making an appropriation suffi-
cient to meet the demands on the
street department, 'it tried another
plan, and that was to,have the gen-
eral council to create a "Street
Cleaning Department" and furnished
that body with a schedule of what
was needed to equip such a depart-
ment to properly care for the im-
proved streets. This expense this
board of public works hoped to sea
taken out of the contingent fund and
to relieve the streets proper of the
additional burden, but the general
council merely received and filed the
request. The board then was forced
to accept conditions as they were,
and set out to do the best it could
under the circumstances, knowing
full well that the t me would come
when the general council would be
called upon to solve the problem. It
Is now`up to that body for a solution.
It is a wed known fact that Padu-
cah has grown at a wonderful rate;
that improved streets are of but little
benefit unless kept neat and clean;
that the board of public works has
been flooded with complaints or de-
mands for keeping the streets in re-
pair and the foul smeeling gutters
clean; the press and the people have
demanded a "Greater Paducah" and
the board met every week and some-
t mes four times a week to do the
best it could to cooperate and carry
out the wishes of the public. All
those things cost money and both
prudence and economy was practiced
in carrying out the work. Often
when the board did not jump at the
pportunity to spend mony, its act
was classed as "obstruction" to the
s.rogress of the city. It takes money
to keep streets n repair and to keep
them clean.
The Register will say this rmich,
there is not a city in the United
State a the 'size of Paducsah that is
any cleaner, and especiallY is this sc
when ,t is a fact that this city is
perfectly flat.
We said at the time the tax rate
was fixed that lt was too low, and
that the city would face a deficit. The
general council made a mistake and
within the next few months the pub-
itc will be convinced of that fact. As
a citty grows its explisses increase and
it would have been better for the
reaseral council to have made the
rate $t.115 and it that was too muck
surplus would have been to its
credit at the end of the year, but now
the prospects are that a deficit will
have to be met.
The care of the public highwaays
nics next to the health and safety
of the public. 111 kept streets and
tercets • ,•1 repair tre t discreda
to any city ahd unless the geoes-s4
coattail converts a portion of the
"contingent fund" to the maiatenance
of the streets, the bad effect of a
failure to do so will be apparent this
winter. If the general council decides
that the streets must have proper at-
tention and the contemplated im-
provements made, it will require
something like $5,000 more to do the
work. The street department is in
need of a couple of spans of horses,
carts and tools, to say nothing of the
city's portion of the sidewalks on
West Jefferson street, and other new
walks and streets that are to be put
down in other partssof the c ty.
Hold Erroneous Idea.
According to the declaration of
President Williamson of the board of
education, if the deasd lock In the
selection of a complete corps of teach-
ers is not settled ere the schools open,
then the matter falls in the hands
of the committee on examinations and
course of studies, and he seema to
think that this committee has full
power in the matter.
Mr. Williamaon should not forget
that all committee actions have to he
reported to and adopted by the board
and that nothing counts until this is
done. The committee might, as the
president intimates, select the "teach-
ers needed, but they could not teach
unless the board ratified the selections
and could not draw pay if they did
until a ratification was .had through
allowance of salaries.
Mr. Wjlliamson and his five
would-be rule or ruin associates in the
board may think that they have the
deadlock in their hands - in the way
he intimates, but such is not the case.




not be supposed to
but this does not
facts in the case in the
least.
A .majority of the school board ail!
have to select the corps of teachers
for ,the coming session or there will
be no crops to teach, and that is all
there is to the conditions.
Insanity in the States.
(Nashville Banner.)
The census figures, recently pub-
lished. showing that on January
1934. there were 328 public and pri.
vate hospitals for the insane in this
country. with 150,161 inmataes, as
compared with 162 hospitals and only
40,042 inmates in 188o, are not to be
taken as indicating as great an in-
crease of insanity per Immo as they
seem to indicate. The statistica allow
that while there has undoubtedly been
an increased proportion of insane
there has been a much better provi-
sion for caring for the insane with-
in the last twenty-eve years. and that
there is less indisposition than for-
merly on the part of the families of
persons who become mentally afflict-
ed to place them in hospitals. Twenty
years ago the asylums contained a
smaller proportion of the mildty in-
sane than nowadlaya.
The increase of insane persons is
shown by the statistics to be largely
among the foreign born, and about
at per cent ,of those confined in asy-
lums January t. 1004, were from the
laboring class. The New Orleans
Tinres-Vemocrat, commenting upon
these statistics. argues that the old
theory about the increase of insanity
being due to the strenuous Ameri-
can life will have to he modified V
some extent. at least. Fans that jour-
nal: "While it is true that the rttsh
of American life today is too swift for
simule-minded and airnole-living peo-
ple from primitive rural districts, like
many of the European peasants an
negroes settling in omit great cities, it
is not true of the public ass a whole
Or of the tipper classes mind, those en-
gaged in work calling for severe men-
tal exercise and strain. It may be
'that tis strain is producing the many
nervous diseases growing so common
in this. country, but the statist:cs do
not prove—as we are led to believe--
that 'strenuosity' is responsible for
the growth fif insanity."
Municipal Ownership Getting Ripe.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
Owensboro has practically put the
arrogant public utility corporations
out of business. Madisonville is pro
cceding to do tilt same. Public
sentiment is getting ripe in Paducah
for a fight that will mean municipal




Fact is, Urey, you have always
taken yourself too serOualy. You
have been an atom in the political
universe, but you have not been a
Flanet. You, have been a faithful
worker in he ranks, but you have
neveas led the forces into batt'e. You
have not been consistent. fair nor
honest in your dealings with public
affairs. You can't carry the county
of nastiest for your choice on any
question where the ;.ssue is • drawn.
Your paper is Paducah can't in-
•
Stuernce enough "to...to make a- re-
spectable minority in a ward conven-
44. Scat!
The Street Railway and the Mes-
senger.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
In Owensboro the people are forced
to ride in. street cars taken from the
'junk pile in Louisville. In Paducah
citizens ride in modern, up-to-date
cars It's all in who operates the
road.—!Padlucah News-Democrat.
Perhaps not. It is quite probable
that "it's all n who owns stock in
the road.
Mr. Woodson, the chief owner of
are News-Democrat, is a stockholder
in the Paduach street railway, and
he -is also owner and editor of the
Owencboro Messenger.
The street cars in Owensboro are
in better repair than the street cars
oi Paducah, speaking from an exte-
rior appearance and sanitary stand-
point. The cars at Paducah have not
been repainted until they have the
most antiquated' appearance of any
street cars to be found any e in
any city, of any size. The Ow s-
boro cars have been repainted re-
cently, and do not 'have a repugnant
appearance. The Paducah street cars
are about as dirty inside as they are
outside, and besides being unsightly
are really filthy.
The Paudcah street railway has a
twelve-trinutie schedule, while the
Owensboro railway has an eight-min-
ute schedule. Why should the Ow;
ensboro railway be written up as a
"crawling, creeping thing" in the Ow-
ensboro Miessenger when the owner
of the Messenger is a stockholder in
a street railway at Paducah which
does not make as good time as tie
"crawling, creeping" Owensboro rail-
way? The wait between cars in Pa-
ducah is so per cent longer than it
is in Owensboro. though Paducah is a
city so per cent larger than Owens-
boro.
Why should the Owensboro Mes-
senger, in its issue of Sunday, Au-
gust 4, "roast" the Owensboro street
railway as a "crawling, creeping
thing," which never gets snywhere
after it starts, and in the issue of
Sunday. August tt, "roast" i• for run-
ning so fast that it ran 0! er a man
and killed him, when if it had been
going at a legitimate rate of speed th;
fatal accident could' have I- enavoid-
ed?
Why is the noise of the 'lwensboro
street cars so exasperati ,g to the
owner of the Oweneborra \if essenger
when the noisier Padtscah street cars
do not molest this same gentleman,
who owns the Paducah News-Demo
cratl Is it because he is a stockhold-
er in the Paducah railway'
In the Messenger last Sunday was
an editorial in which it stated:
"The life of the last victim of the
street railway company -night have
been spared if the car thst killed the
poor man had been equiptsed with the
customary safety dievicea of well-reg-
ulated street railway lines."
It goes further and pra-ctically de-
manila that criminal prosecutions be
instituted against the Owensboro
street railway It says:
prosecutions for the neg-
licrence that caauses these oft-recur
ring dreadful street railway accidents
in Owensboro migibt do some gool
and they would not be iasproper. In
deed. abey would be p- inaptly insti-
tuted in some cities."
Commenting on the s scident Sun-
day the Messenger ai -tin demands
that the Owensboro s' -•!et cars be
cot:toped with fenders. It says:
"If that car had beer • roperly pro-
vided with a fender t' • poor little
boy's life might have hi n spared on
Sunday. The motormas was without
fault. Be could not top the car
quicker. But a fender would have
saved the chills life. Why should
sass be permitted to ruts through the
street: of Owensboro without fen-
ders?"
The Padfleah street ears are not
equipped with fenders. Why should
a demand he made by Mr. Woodson":
Owensboro paper for the equipment
of Owensboro street cars with fen-
ders, when Mr. Woodsons' Paducah
newspaper does not dem:trail that MT
WOOftAntl'S Padeicah street cars chill
be equipped with fenders, but hold.;
them tin as "modern, up-to-date cars?"
The Inquirer insists that it is more
a question of who owns the stock of
a street railway than it is in who op-
erates it.
Under a former management, the
street railway company furnished the
Messenger its light, its power and all
the passes it wanted free This was
when the cars were the shabbiest and
the service the worst. vet never a com-
plaint appeared in the Messenger's
columns Now, we understand, these
"courtesies" are sato longer extended,
which may further explain the Mes-




A doctor's big of $25,0oo for seven
days' attendauce ear the late Marshall
Field strikes some observers as more
generous than it !Should be, and is
the gubject of some current comment
in the newspapers. The whole sub-
ject of extra big *actors' bills is an
active. and rather a sore, one w
the laity, who grope rather hlinMv
after the general principle that re- -
late, or should regulate, the sfealisa
of medical mew wits rich patients. .1 -
gitimate opportunities of blacknsa,
used to be Beerorenely included
Mons the attractions of t rofes-
sion of journalism Perhapo they
belong to the profession of medicine
also. No one can say that it was not
worth $25,000 to the late M. Field to
command for a week the services of
the physician whom he wanted.. From
that point of view the doctor's charge
may seem not unreasonable, but
Whether it was consistent with a dic-
tor's dignity to lift $25,0oo out of a
deceased patient's, estate for a week's
work remains still to be discussed,
Ptrhaps the doctor's idea a'as that the
Field eitate needed treatment, and
that to relieve it lawfully of even S25,-
ono was a useful medical service
Thete is some merit in that idea. Let
us hope the bill will be paid.
Japanising Manchuria.
(World's Work.)
Since the Japanese have been in oc-
cupation of the southern part of Man-
churia a large and steadily growing
trade has sorting up between the na-
tive inihabitants and Japan. This
trade has been fostered. and encour-
aged in every way by the represen-
tatives of somitnerce given permis-
sion by the government authorities at
Tokio to follow in the wake of the
army. By the end o fthe war these
emissaries of trade had established
business ports from Dalny to Kai-
yuan. Many of them were backed by
powerful firma and plenty of capital,
but the maiority of them were petty
tradesmen, who commenced to deal
direct with their native customs. In
Dalny, Port Arthur, Newchwang, Li•
aoyang and Mtikdert scores of Japan-
ese took, shops and placed signs above
the doors in native quarters. where
such phenomena had' never been seen
before. In the first three named ports
the army of invadin gtraders on a
small scale swelled, to such dimen-
sions in the first few months sub-
sequent to the battle of Mu-den that
the authorities were confronted with
the problem of dealing with over-
crowded settlements. Many immi-
grants were sent back to Japan by
the first available transports, while
others treklced into localities offering
more or less favorable opportunities
of enterprise. In .a less miraculously
short space of time Japanese of the
business class had penetrated into all
parts of the country, and today they
are acquiring interests there which
rival competitors of other nations.
find, it impossible to undermine
Three Hundred Shots a Minute.
'(Technical World.)
Fifteen well-aimed shots in nine
seconds is the record of Sergeant Ma-
jor Vsnallingford of England. with the
new Halle automatic rifle. He made
one target of fifteen shots i nine sec-
onds and. another of forty shots in
one minute. Every one of these shots
fired at 200 yards. came with a circle
of fifteen inches in diameter—in ev-
ery case be would have hit his man.
had he been in battle.
It is not every marksman who can
shoot as well as Sergeant Major
Wallinvfords hut hi, feat thrusts be-
fore the military world, the tremen-
dous possibilities of the automatic
rifle. That this WtapOil is the military
small arm of the future has been the
opinion of many experts, but the ef-
ficiency of the automatic rifle has not
before now been demonstrated by
such conclusive tests. Some of the
advantages of the Halle over other
automatic rifles are that the auto-
matic mechanism is worked by the re-
recoil of the gun knd not by compresa-
ed gas drawn from the barrel, and
that it is a short recoil rather than
a long-recoil trim. The obvious ad-
vantage of a short recoil is the less
ening of the sock of the gun and it*
mechanism. Also, in a long-recoil ri-
fle it is tlefft.Prv that the recoil be az
quicki as possible. RO that the barrel
must he mode light, which is an add-






Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Oard Cases
and Puesea. We are





E. H. PURYEA R,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildinat









Wilt practice in all courts of K.
tacky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.





Room No, 5, Paducsil.
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'OREO
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear hear
Marshall County; Paducah, Kis%
Room 514 Fraternity Building.
Now 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484
 4





Practice in all the courts of the
mate. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Builds
ing, 523 1-3 Broadway,
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE im NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residenee 296 Office ass
DR. R. E. HEARNE 4
BROOM-II I.L BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444. 1
ROBT. J. RIVERS
tais NORTH FIFTH STREET _
Both Plumes us
°Nice hours tit° to a, m., I o it.
p. and 7 to 9 p. m
Or. Childress
EYE. EAR. NOON AND
THROAT.
Olice and Residence, Roonit 3 and
Columbia Building
Phone 1 ass—Red. ,
Dr. Sidney Smith ',
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and 'Penal
CO., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNIIII SEARS, M. 11.
Wilco 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.) 4
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone lao





Ole Phone 491i1 Red; New Phone 3u
PAEKICAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificatose
Water and Oil Colon,
Mottos anii Caderg
lilmemed rigid op ,te date in five mine




wieh Dr. Rivers & Rivers, sae






WON AND A TIE
I For thirteen inninigrenftay fonglit
: Vino tigerts*-Piabt and Farrell--and
I neither 'side could 
untie the scure
which STOOC? 1 to 1.
This afternoon Acre will be an-
PADUCAH, TAKES TYE FIRST other double header, and the Indian's
GABEE AND TIES THE
SECOND.
are going to take one of them, sure,
if not both.
'Friday will be ladies' day, and a
record-ihreaking crowd will turn out
Plenty of Real Sport at the Park Yes- to see the Champs play their last
tertinyCairo Breaks Even, game in our city.
Tailmaden Drubbed.
How They Stra,nd•
Clubs. Won. Lost. Pct.
• Vincennes   
Co' 
• 35 •633
Cairo .  .53 48 .625
Paaducalt  50 49 • 505
Jachnos vine 31 9 50 •505
Daanville  44, 59. 427,
&tattoos  37 64 •366
tal
The Indians easily coppedl the first,
game at ball park yesterday afternoon!
in an interesting bite, and our
locl fans seesned well pleased to give
such a defeat to the .champions.
Wright pitched a good game of ball
and the visitors had a struggle all
through thesontest to find him when
they needed hits.
With bases full and one out in the
sixth, Downing drove a hard one to
the bathhouse, which cleared all the
bases.
rtirst game:
VI NCEN N ES.
Players ab r bh po a e
McClain, I. f. 4 o
s. 0
Kolb. Rt.  4 b
Moran, r. f.  . 4 7
McClelland, 243. .... 3 o
Raarbour, 3b. o
Donovan, c. f  4
••••
O 1 0 0
2 4 5 4
o 6 03
2 1 0 0
TO 0 0
7 3 3 0
o oo on
Ttitatteson, C. T o o 6* t o
Whitley, p.  2 0 0 0 12 0
Totals 32 1 6 24 11 6
PADUCA/H.
Players ab r bh po a
Taylor. c f.  4 r 1 1 0
• Petry,. 5.  5 o 1 2
Quigley att.  5 o 1 o 3 o
Cooper. I. f.  3 1 0 0 0 0
Wetzel, 3b. 3 1 1 0 1 0
Haas. rh.  3 0 1 12 0 0
Lloyd, r f.  3 r o t o o
Downing. C.   3 t 1 co 1 o





Totals 32 6 5 27 it
T 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 op-ItHE
.000r00000-r 6 6
Pahneah ....o 00005i o •-6 5 I
Summary Passed balk-Matteson
Downing Bases on balls--Off Whit-
ley 5. Struck out-By Whitley 6, by
Wright 7. Hit by pitched ball-
Downing Left on base*--Vincennes
6. Paducah 0. Time of game-t1 hour
sand 40 minutes., Umpire-Quills
'Second game:
VINCENNES.
Players. ab r bh po a
Kott,.1 f. 6 cri I 1 0 0
Mitchell, s. s.  6 I 2 3 7 0
Whitley. r. f.  4 o o I t o
Minran. 1 f  401210
McClellant. 2b. 4 1 1 34 o o
Barbour. 3b.  5 o 1 0 1 0
Donovan.'rb. sootflio
Matteson. c.  5 o 1 8 2
Farrell, p.  5 o o 1 4 o
Totals • 43 2
ISAMPlet
•
Players. an r oh
Taylor. c. f. . 4 I 1
Perry. a. s.  4 0
Quigley. ab.  5 o
Cooper. 1. f. ..  5 0 "-
Wetzel, 3b.  5 0 2
Haas. tb.  .. 4 1
Lloyd r. f.  5 o
Downing, C. , 3 o o
Pratt. p.  4 0 0
Totals
Vincennes-




to Haas Bases. on balk-Off Far-
rell 2. off Pratt T. Struck out-By
Farrell 5. by Pratt 7. Left on bases
-Vincennes 3. Paducah 3. Timor of
game-2 hours and twenty minutes.
Notes.
A very fair crowd was out to see
the Vincennes and the Indians cross
bats: in fact, the best crowd for a
weekday in several days.
Everybody enjoyed' the double-
rafter. both game, were very inter-
citing all the way through. How-
ever, the second game was still more
O pleasing on account of the extra in-
/ oinere they played to tell the story.
The Icitabi are dofrig sorne heavy
work with their stocks and are amine
to make things lively while the sea-
Rion rasts.
First plate looks wood to us now:
it can be reached before the story is
fully told
Wettel almoet stole home in the
second' game. which Oh* ehe score. Isi•
the vecond the visitors were caught
asleep at second. Matteson threw
jowl) to French, trying to cat" Ortiir:
ley. and, Taylor came ?thine.
Still a better crowd is expected out
• Who afternoon. There are two oral/11'g
Arahic and ,Aber will pitch for the
in this afternoon game They
see expected to be hot
fs pite Pndlitstals • OS4i "to -
this, afternoon arirt r -
your horns and whistles °tit ,stp.cf.pry.i,
Indians win:- •
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Danville Shot Out; Also Cairo.
Cairo, Ill., Aug. 15.-Locals broke
even in to-day's games. Hard hitting
won the first game and errors lost the
second for locals. Score:
First game:
Inningica- Ia34673g RHE I
Danville ....o 0000000 o-o 5 2





O 0-1 4 6
and Ott;





rfacksonvile 13, Mattoon 3.
Jacksonville, III., Aug. 15 -Score:
Mattoon  3 5 7
Jaacksonville  .13 0 7
Batteries: Moore and Johnstone;
Akers and welt.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
.A Hindoo mahatma declares that
there is but one "perfect soul" in
America, and. that it is in Chicago..
The smallest of all European birds
is the golden-crested wren of Eng-
land. It takes, about 72 of them to
weigh a pound.
A Paris joiner named Dereboul
,made a bet that he could consume ten
yardls of sausage. He won it, but died
afterwards from congestion.
About $25,000,000 worth of linen
goods are exported annually by Great
Britain and Traland, of which one-half
is shipped to this country.
The estimated number of cante-
loupe!, shiried from the famous
Rocky Ford district of Colorado last
season is t2.600.0oo. Seven hundred
cars were sent out. being an increase
of toft cars over the previous season.
,?'he practice of owners of factori:s
in Australia in furnishing dwellings
and. fuel free to their workmen is said
to have the effect of minimizing the
number of strikes over there.
A London justice a short time ago
'made an order for the distribution ofan estate that bad been in the court
Iof 
chancery for too years, during
which time it had increased in value
threefold.
An Anterkan correspondent. in de-
scribing the Cingse cavalry. asserts
that horses in finer condition do not
exat in any army in Ilse world. He
says that the Chinese is a born horse-
man. who has nothing to learn from
Europe or America, although ignor-
ant of veterinary sciegce.
Chief Engineer Stevens knows how
to get the best work out of his sub-
ordinates at Panama On the canal
line they have a saying that "six
arains of quinine and ten minutes of
Stevens in the morning will keep a
fellow going all day."
Ceumersindo Rivas of Caracas. Ven-
ezuela. editor of El Conatitucional
the official.paper of that government
recertly arrived in New. York. lie
is a Porto Cicann. who was mixed tip
for nanny years in a journalistic ca-
pacity, in Venezuelan politics.
"Boris" brought into prominenee
liv the insurance scandals, ought to be
Thorium." since it is evidently intend-
ed to mean "a good thing." and there-
fore should he neuter, not masculine
The word is found as early as 1773
but no one knows. who was the ignor-
ant or wilful sinner against Latin that
intrcalaced it. though conjetatire as-






25-1b. bag Pansy Flour for 70:4
24-1b. bag Parity Flour air 65c
8 bars Swift 'Pride Soap for 23:
3 bars White Ribbon Toilet Soap
for IOC
3 packages Swift's Washing Pow-
I  toc
3 boxes Search Light Matches for roc
7 pounds Lump Starch for a5c
1 point& Orange Cookies 1nr 23.:
A 35c Paarlor Broom for 25C
3 parkagts Nabisco for 25c
2 prrilo Os Ginger Snaps, for 15C
1 pound Wafer rraekerv for  bc
3 Orcleages Toatted Corn Flakes
for  
1' large cans Pineapnle Chinks-2S:
2 can; Royal' Seal Oat; for 
3 cans Silver Cow Cream for.... toe
2 pcicgs. Shredded Cocoanut tor. .T5c
se cakes Sweet Chocolate for 2SC
3 pounds our 25c Coffee for soc
Peck of Laarka Irish Potatoes  sae
Peck of Wbite Meal for 20C t
„3 packages Hominy Grits
Faitcy Lemons, per dozen 20c
,A1 35c bottle Olives  2gc
NORTH POLE
BY AIRSHIP
By the aid of the most marvelous
modern invention Walter Wlellmara
Washington correspondent of the
Ohicago Record-Herald and noted
arctic explorer, is making a third at-
tempt to reach the north pole. ..3f
the countless slumber of attempts to
conquer the elements of the far north
few, if any, have ever excited' the in
tefent of this expedition of Mr. Well-
man and his chosen companions.
It is this thing of going about it
'in a new way that lifts, the Wellman
expedition to a. plane high above all
previous efforts in point of interest
and places, it in a class by itself. Tae
deVraes fixed upon by Mr. Wellman
were selec'ted' because they were the
latest offerings science has made
which are available for the purposes
of the expedition.
The two expeditions made by Mr.
Wellman. one in 1894 and the other
in 1897-98, like those of all other ex-
plorers, were made on Ow theory that
the pole could be reached by sledges
drawn by drigs. The first of these ex-
peditions was made from Spitzbergen
and the second from Franz Joseph
Land. The same obstacles encoun-
tered' by other explorers were met by
Mr. Wellman, and the trials we:e
futile, except in that they furnished
the explorer with a comprehensive
knowledge of conditions both atmos-
pheric and by land and water. It was
this fund of information that suggest-
ed the methods to be employed in the
forthcoming effort.
From an easily reacaed base of op-
erations in northern Spitzbergen, lat-
itude Flo degrees, so minutes, the dis-
tance to the mathematical pole is
but 550 miles, making the flight there
and return 1100 geographical miles
Calculating the distance at 1200 miles
there would he required but too boars
of airship motoring at the rate of 12
miles an hour Santos-Dumont re-
peatedly had made to to 23 miles an
hour with small airships equipped
screw four feet less in diameter
There is hut one rudder, which is
ablayarahe car anal below the rear end
oft the bag. This rudder is operated
from the engine room with a simple
steering apparatas.
Below the car there is suspended a
feel lifeboat, nonsinkable and non-
capsizable, but of very light weight.
This boat re'prese'nts the precaution
against the chance of the destruction
of the ship or its sinking into open
water. Into it are packed when not
in use the cables for the guide rope
and the retaarder, two of the most im-
portant attachments of the airship.
In the construction of both bag alid
car the utmost care has been exer-
cised and only the highest possible
quality of materials used. A rigid sys.
Semi of material inspection was main-
tained to reduce to the minimum the
champs of flawed materials inadver-
tently being used.
Such, in brief. is the airship in
which will be made the most remark-
able journey in history. It represents
the highest degree of skill known to
the mechanical world No principle
in the construction of the ship itself
or of its propelling appliances has
been followed which has not been
proved to be -sound and thoroughly
practicable. The monster bag and its
attachments do not stand for a the-
ory any more than does the automo-
bile that skims the boulevards. The
automobile breaks down at times and
'becomes utterly useless, but the pro-
portion of efficiency is great enough
to make automobile construction one
of the big inchtstries of the country
'Phe Wellman airship holds the same
relation to the possible high-speed air-
ship of the future as hte automobile
in its present stage of development
'does to the possible non-breakable
automobile o fthe future. It is pos-
sible that the preliminary flights or
trials at Dane's island may indicate
weakness or faults; but if such is the
case, thie facilities at the base for rem-
edying them are all-sufficient. The
airwhin that starts to the pole will be
a well-behaved, easily-managed sh:p
cf the requaite speed when the stair
is made If it develops untractable
traits after that it will be because
conditions alase which ego not be
with correspondingly 
small motors , foreseen or because machinery breaks
down, a contingency which arisesThe Lehaudy ship has made 25 miles
an hour. and its average speed 
wherever machinery is used.
through a long series of flights had' Mr. Wellman's Own Views.
been above an miles an hour. Under
It rs interesting to note that in the! 
all conditions in which airship 'flights 
goastpy discussions of the venture
have been made a speed of from 12* by men wh° 
pretend to know noth-
ng of aeronautics nor the polar
to 15 miles an hour has been easily
i
gtons, the two objections most oftenobtainable.
tinged are the two which caused Mr
Description of Shiv. • Wellman and his associates in the
'A general description of the airship
is as follows:
In length it is tfa feet. Its great-
est diameter is 164 feet. The mate-
rials of which the bag is made are
pnre rubber and silk, with the top of
the bag a perfectly smooth surface
which will not accumulate frost, snow
or sleet, and thereby decrease the as-
censional power By a simple device
Provision has been made for the re-
moval of snow from the top of the
shin.
The propelling power of the airship
Ties in three motors of the inner com-
bustion type and using gasoline for
foe!. The combined, horsepower of
the motors, is too. although the con-
tract called, for only 75. 'Phe largest
motor iv 70 horsepower. and in calm
air provides a speed of from 12 to
14 miles an hour. With all 'motors
working, the ship will be driven 19
miles an hour in calms.
The 'surface of the bag measures
21.008 square feet. and the volume i;
• cubic feet. The hydrogen *Oa
which the bag is inflated is made of
sulphuric acid and iron shavings, and
r65 tons of thrse materials. carefully
selected. were shipped to the expedi-
tion's base on Dane's island The as-
ceneicrnal power of the inflated hag if
;c.300 poinals. The weight of the ship
itself and its equipment and crew is
700o pounds, leaving approximately
Sow pounds 'for cargo. The gasoline
carried weighs 55on. whic'h is equal to
a power enduraarce of r50 hours mo-
torina with the 70 horsepower motor
in fall operation. At the rate of from
12 to 15 miles an hour this meat"
that the airship will be. able to travel
Tao() miles in calm air, or far enough
to carry the airship from the base
of strophes to the pole and back and
then hack to the pole again.
What the Car Will Garry.
'Suspended from the hag is the car r
or basket. which contains the motors'
gasoline supply, cabins for the explor-
ers, motor sledges, scientific appar-
atus anal food supply. This last item
weighs Roo pounds and is contained
in a c4seet containing i6 cubic feet.
When it is 'stated that that supply is
sufficient to nourish five men for as
days some 'idea of the great economy
of space being practiced, may be
gained. Of course the disposition of
the weight in the ear is such as to in- P d
ettre perfect balance under normal
conditions. The gasoline reservoirs
are foist in number, two at each ex-
treme end of thi- car. In the engine
room is placed, besides the motors
the vri:•eless telegraph apparatus. Thie
car is 52 feet long by six feet ay
eight feet in its other dimensions. Its
construction represents the maidmant
of strength and the minimums of
weight, being entirely of steel tuaing
The power front the TTIOthes is
ttansmitted to. a shaft at either end '
cif which is a screw propeller with'
brclad blades, which offer the greatest
efficiency. The forward screw is
;I 1-2 feet in diameter and the rear
construction and outfitting of the ship
the most perplexity. The manner 7n,
which he proposes to overcome one
of these dangers-that from fast, ad-
verse winds--has been explained by
Mr. Wellman thus:
"We have already explained how
we i lia • to make progress with our
air,.
r
.by means of our motors and
sere* 'Kten the winds are favorable
in direcition, and also when they are
unfavorable, but not of too great ye
locity. What are we going to do
when they blow adversely and also
too strongly to permit us to advace
with the motors?
"This brings as to one of the fun-
damental features of the method
which we have adopted. -It is this:
"1. With favorable winds or un-
favorable winds of relatively small
velcsities--motor at a proper speed
of from to to 17 geographical miles
per hour. with 12 nales per how- as
pet hips the mean speed
"2. With unfavorable winds of
aigher velocities-stop the mctors
sad throw out upon the ice sheet over
which we are sailing a dragging an-
chor or retardateur-a device calcti-
lated o' offer the max,imum of resist-
ance inoroportion a; its weight-and
by this means to drift solwly with the
stiverse wind.
"Assuming that this method works
out as well in practice as in theory--
and there are many reasons for be-
lieving that it will do so to at least
a fair degree-we have then this prin-
ciple:
,"t. a hat the 'finis °fat blow with
cur course, directly or obliquely. ads;
their movements to the advance war:11
we expect to make with ()lir motors
and help us so much on our way.
"a. But contrary winds of veloc-
ities greater than our motor speed. or
$5.00 to CREAN
AND RETURN, VIA THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21









 ca53 a• rfa
to:to m.
  10:21 a. m.
, 10:30 a. 171.
8:30 ,p.m.
Returning, Tickets will be good tor. all
to and including Wedaesday, August ,9th,
Chicago 2:50 a. m.
Under no circumstances will a longer
portion of these Excersion Tickets.
Regarle'r Trains leaving Chicago
except Fast Mail Train leaving
kmit be given on the return
4 
Further Particular of
J. T. DONOVAN, Ticket agent, Illinois Central Railroad Paducah.
W. H. BRILL,
Div. Pass'r. Agent St. Louis, Mo.
'A. H. HANSON, 6. G. HATCH,
..Passenger Traffic Manager, 'CHICAGO, ILL. General Passenger Agt.
PADUCAH VS. VINCENNES
Aug. 14, 15, 16, 17-.
AT LEAG UE PARK.
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICKE8 ON
SALE SMITH & NAGLE'S,
FOURTH & BROADWAY.
GOO MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust laat night? I have a fall line of
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones aor. zsa South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky A-tentle
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.300 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well Co.,
Campbell Buildir.g. Both Phones 369
so great that motoring against them
would be ail unecondmical use of fuel
are not losses to be deducted at full
value from thesprogress of the airshaa
because the influence of such winds
is largely neutralized, by the action
of the dragging anchor or retaraateur.
"In other words, all of the value of
favorable wind• is placed on the cred-
it side of Our ledger or log, while only
a part of the value of the unfavorable
winds has to bo mitten down ou the
debit si
"And the significance of this, in
the last analysis, is that it will mph.
a Mors( ':1 r' convb natimi of
circumstanees to asevent as getting
more help than hindrance from the
winds."
The expedition is distinctly Amer-
ican, for all lac mechanical aid that
foreign countries have given in the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Last Series of 7 he Season
League Park
August, 14, 15, 16, 17
a ucah vs
Vincennes
August, 18, 19, 20, 21
Paducah vs Cario
• • • • •••••
Double Header
vs Caire
August 19th and 21st.
Games at 2:30 p. m.
Ladies Admitted Free. August 17 and 21st.
Regular Games at 3:30 p. in.
Admission 35 Cents. Bleachers 25 Cents. Box Seats 60.
Let all come out and make this closing series a memorable +Due in the kis]




DRIVES TO JAIL DOOR AND
ASKS TO BE LOCKED
UP.
'Confessed a Mania tor Bern Burning
Because He "Felt
Mcau."
-Danville. Ky.. Aug. 13.-Ten days
ago 1.1.12 'woo_ sto,l'si barn located a
mile from town, on 'the Lexington
pike, belonging to John Weisiger, was
-burned shortly before midnight. The
proneetv wa 'allied at $5000. and the
fife was attributed to spi:ntaneotts
combustion, owing to the fact that the
loft haat just :been filled with new-
mown hay.
-%
Saturdtly afternoon Janves Spalding,
It wealthy ,planter three miles
from town. drove • irge down
Fourth street, stop', n front of
Jailer Fit7gcrald's resi,i-ice, stepped
-to the door and rang the -bell. The
officer resnomit-d, and Spalding in-
structed his driver to take the car-
Tiage fiserne ard then informed the jail-
er that he :burned Weisinger barn
and desired to be locked up. •
He said-that he f,--irt no ill feeling
toward Mr. Weisinger. but that at
time: he just felt mean. and that his
great desire was to burn barns. He
stated that on the night of the fire
lie felt that his life almost depended
on the burning of a barn, and that he
got out of his buggy .touched a light-
ed match to the barn and then drove,
that the burning of the barn had not
improved' his coniiition, but that he
had been feeling even meaner since
the fire than before, and believed it
necessary that he he locked up lest he
commit other similar deeds.
Spalding was taken before Turlsre
Nicholas. wihere he azain stated the
to await
fixed for
case and was ordered to jai
his examining trial, which
today.
Spaiding has a wife and th
children. The family is
e small
nog the
most prominent of the county. He
said that he hid not told his family
about the burning, nor about the fact
that he desired to he jailed.
Several balls have been burned in
this community recently, and an air
of mystery surround td each confla-
gration. The large barn of Merchant
George R. Dunn burned two weeks
ago and the origin of the fire baffled
the owner and the pr lice.
Spaleing'ha's not been. questioned
about any of the other fires but will
•fill'y examined. He talks ration-
ally, and his friends who have called
at the jail to see rhim say that they
can not distinguish any (-Lange what-
ever in his manner and conversation.
EXPERIMENTING
WITH WIRELESS
"Troops in the Field Meet With Suc-
cess-Are Using Kites.
Washington. Aug. 5.-Satisfac-
'tory results with wireless apparatus
are reported to the chief signal officer
in Wbshington from. Camp Roose-
velt at Mintint Gretna, Pa. From dis-
tances of ten or more miles, when a
'halt is made a wireless apparatus
brought out and within f ve minutes
or less, messages are exchaanged with
-headquarters. Kitts are used from
the outlying temporaaty stations, and
it has been demonstrated that direct
and quick comrminkation can be es-
tablished'.
On some occasions the orna1 corps
goes with the cavalry, carrying the ap-
paratus with thern'ard moving at a
Tate which would render impossibble
the stringing of wires in order to
keep in communitoltion with head-
quarters. By wireless, communica-






Hacrodsburg, Atmust 7-4 days.
Fere Creek, August t4-4 days.
Van :rfittrg .ttgut -4 days.
Colunthia, August T5-4 IllaYs•
Sbc.t.erAville, Aliquot 21--4 days.
I...2N7rencetsurg ,Angitst 21-4 (-Meek.
Springfield. Auguet 15-4 days.
7-!on, Attglis4 28-.1 days.
, Fler,r10.•ead, Atiguet T7,--3 days.
• "A7't Olivet, August r6--3 days.
Attgust 2.1-,3 days.
Nicholasville, Aug-tor 2.8-3 days.
v,rie, Align 2,- -4 days.
.Flerete.a, Auaust rhiys.
Nnivest
*Eli.,abettitown. Seo"--.41v-r 4-3 days.
Paris September 4-5 Crays.
'Bardstown, September 5-4 4s1Y7''•
Monticello. September 11-4 lay%
VASPlOw. SepTernilrer 12-4 drays.'•
Sebree. Seotember 18.--5 days.
Milford. September to--4 (tart.
Henderson. September 26-4 days.
'Falirrouth, SepTfe•Mbrr 26-4 days.
Peltibroke, September 27-3 (lays. ..
Owensboro, October ,--5 days.
Mayfield, October 3-days.
movement is on foot in England
proh?bit women from acting as bar-
maid:. If 'passed. the prOposol. bill








Wages Have Increased Faster Than
Cost of Loring. According te
the Fl-urea Presented..
Washington, Aug. 15.-A report
was issued by the bureau of labor of
an investigation into wages and hours
of labor in 1905 in the principal manu-
facturing' and mechanical industries
of the United States. The report,
gives the average wages and- -hours of
labor and the number of employes
in identical e • -.htnents in both
1904 and 1905. the figures pre-
sentell are not exhaustive for the
United States, the report says:
'It is believed they are fairly rep-
resentative of the industries investi-
gated.'
Continuing, the report says:
"The reports of this investigation
show that in 1905 the average wages
per hour in the principal manufac-
turing and mechanical indlustries of
the country were 1.6 per cent higher
than in 1904; that the average hours
of labor per week remained the same
as in 1904. and that 6.3 per cent more
pnrsorrs were employed in the estab-
lishments investigated. As there was
no reduction in the average hours of
labor per week, the average weekly
earnings per employe were I.6 per
cent higher than in 1904.
"As there was drt increase in the
number of employes as well as in the
weekly earnings per employe, there
was a considerable increase in the
weekly earnings of all employes, or
in other words. in use amount of the
weekly pay roll. This inewase was
8 per cent in the establishments inves-
tigated-.
"When the figures of this article re-
lating to wages and hours of labor
and those of the sticceeding article re-
lating to retail prices of food are
brought together. it is seen that the
retail prices of food-, due weiOlit being
given to the quantity and cost of the
different commodities consumed, were
.6 per cent higher in t9o5 than in toot.
As the average wages per -hour in-
creased more than the retail price of
food, the purchasing power of wages
increased'. In 1935 the purchasing
power of both hourly and weekly
wages was i per cent higher than in
1904; or. expressed in other words
one hour's wages in 1005 would pur-
chase m per cent more food than one
hour's wages in 1904.
"'The average wages per hour frt
TO05 were 18.9 per cent higher than
the average for the ten-year period
from 1890 to 1890 ,inclusive. The num-
ber of employee was 33.6 per cent
greater, and the average hours of la-
bor per week were 4.1 per cent lower
The average earnings per wek in 19os
were 14 per cent higher than th4 av-
erage earnings per week during the
ten years from IN° to 0499. The
aggregate weekly earrings of all em-
ployes-that is, the total amount of
the pay rolls-were 52.3 per cent
higher in 1905 than the average wages
in the ten-year period named.
"The retail price of principal arti-
cles' of foodl weighed according to
family consumpton of various arti-
cles, was 12.4 per cent higher in Tong
than was the average price for the ten
years from ifiern to -1$90. Compared
with the average for the same ten-
year period, the purchasing power of
an hour's wages in rgo5 was 5R per
cent greater, and of a week's wages
1.4 per cent greater, the increase in
purchasing power of weekly wages be-
ing less than the increase in purchas-
in.r power of hourly wages because of
the reduction of the hours of labor
during the period-.
"The average wages per hour in
1905 were „ 21.5 per cent higher than
1894, the year of lowest wages dur-
ing the period. covered, and weekly
earnings were 16.7 per cent higher
The purchasing power of an hour's
wages was greater in 1905 than in
any other year covered by thif invez-
ligation, being 7.7 per cent greater
than in 1904, the year iof lowest wages,
and 1.,3 per cent greater than in tflo6
the year of lowest retail prices. The
purchasing power of a week's wages
in 11005 was 3.5 per cent greater than
in 1894. but -2.7 per cent less than
in r896." •
In maIcing the incoiry the labor
bureau attempted: to cover only those
industries in which the wages paid in
the United! States in one year were
$ro,noo,000 r,oz over. The data pro.
sented were obtained in all cases by
special agents of the :bureau, through
personal visits to the establishments
represented.
Generosity.
"ally husband is such a generous
man."
"Yes?"
"Yes. I gave him a box of cigars
for his 'birthday and he only smoked
one. !lie gave the rest to his friends."
-Cleveland Leader.
The Register, to cents .per week.
MMTANA MA" WI° %VI° 81)1MAD tW MALADY.
Species of Canine That In Tama, Vet
Peetakes of the Wild i PNEUMONIA VICTIMS DICSMASS
is Leaks. IN IITUMBZII YE/LILLY' 1
I was smoking my gtps in the midis 1
of ea old timer wage Uses ea Moldy
creek in pout/mama jilselasea When
I beepened to look esst et the erta4aer
and saw an animal pass * Oust air
S moment I tdk to be sell•Mill.
latss a writer is Vona psi litheenaa.
I mid to the std easar:, IWO
you got- eut °mom and ba.sigoketls
"Yee; I am at yea spormishaolt Maki
smatati yes tewza yesys."
'ties. wilds In cot el daessa
▪ told us last Si hid ***Iffl11 g It2*
Puha halt grey well mid 
. __
domed* dem and "es What Owe of
theme papplas edit Wiest SO %wok tbe
ether SWOP SIPSIOS Ufwe. WINN OlOVII.
The wolflike aalmailt while tsar or
Ave other apo, elm aw
wagon close Is ms. Iwo% ams 11111m1
called mslaltipal ea wee
eng *a Intl Gat lobillsrlealialp. aid
theist bee WOO ISSO lbe MIMI of melt
et as:essealayi te eider eft gate mall
awes= nit 14141.11 la "law
Imee seeneWilmit Wag
Ohs derioaser east of a Sesr. ,of beati.
I, se Might; amp 1010 mime elf a
brows be It Oa the latl the halr lay
parallel to the akin and did set OAMMI
cost as It does on the be ofa fox
or the tall of a wolf or ewote Oa
the ether han& the shape of the ava-
tars was that if a gray welt which it
Ws equated is idea
These papa me greet thheres, gad
to be hoot eat of thedr
way or they will steal Sew They
esment bask. 1)0221000100 WPM'
SO try Is 6o so, and. brash ant tate a
swim welt howl.
WHAT MIKE'S FOREMAN MD
Am Onnabety Deeerfbed by litliter
' Rbneelf for the lleasat
of Any.
Ose of laddle Var$ Morten yeasts@ te
• Otporionews as a fuser. it !line
tram the value of essehee exprission.
"When I was as the jury." says Toy.
-ow if ta. mess 1 Mae& Was that
at a laborer &salad the asaphryst ts
whose foundry he bmil kiss tattooed.
The foreman of the ibensitry teatthed,
and then the siaarisey "sr the pieretta
sailed Michael Slims.
Mika' Modred the Wryer, 'do
you know the gentians& tam has Pate
loft the stand?
" 'Sere I Ma'
"'What dees he de at the foundry?
" 'He's the floroonalL'
" 'What are his thaSee se tomes/kr
" 'Well, I don't ltshoW, ear.•
"'Surely you know what tire lore-
inan's &Aim are, said the barrister.
Ton work tinder him, beat year
" Tea. He's me boss.'
" 'Well, then. He trews pay for be-
ins your boas, and be most do @woe-
thing to earn that pay. Now, what
does be dot'
"Mike scratched his head fer a nos
meat, looked at the smiting. and time,.
a senile coaling le his tips, be es-
sewed: 'What doss he do? Wen. OW,
we 46 what he oda es--timels what
he 6e.'
"Asa with this Elielattlas Ulm Om
lies of • feemmus we sore osemeiled
Is be osseaL"
HONOR OF THE CHIME
imegtisiones been aides Ohms Nhe
OpStcas et themy
lentinks.
"Chinamen are, as a rule, very honor-
able in business matters, but It oust eel
be taken for granted that Integrity 01
universal with them," said Mr. IL IL
Lakin. of Shanghai. according to an
Shansi.
-I have lived In the oriest for many
pears. and have had extensive dealings
with all sorts of eastern people. Tilers
is a saying that a Chinaman's word to
his bond, and this lc very true from the
fact that It is a rare thing for them to
make any other than • verbal eoetrael.
o It tuippeUs that what a celestial tells
you he will io will be performed in a
great majority of eases. The fact re-
mains. however, that you've got to pick
your man In China just the same as in
any ether country. A h Sin has his coun-
terparts in his native land, and every
European over there can tell you of his
experiences with tricky Chinamen.
"1 do not believe that a Chinaman is
aay honeet than his fellow-man of
other nationalities. ails shown by the
vast amount of grantee which perme-
ates the social awl pentic.al life of thy
empire. The individual Chinese bust-
roes man is straight in his dealings
largely because .t is a matter of neces-
sity."
atenitry r.*:Til !Vet/tele,.
lO tile fireievi soe1cal garden
-re el..: 1... v whir
.rated non 1.Dr c.:44.faCt C.4/
wears glasses. For more than a year
titer It was received at the zoo it
was very healthy and lively, then It
became very quiet. cea.ued to play. and
:rouched in a corner. It was exam-
ined and found to be suffering from
altered., se was immediately taken to
the eye hospital and _;>erated upon.
In less than a month it was fitted with
a pair ef spectre-lee, ethical it wears
with becoming gravity.
Tne Waiter's Mistake.
Thi waiter in the cafe of the down-
town hotel did not moan to be rude. '1 he
mistake was purely a social error.
"What will you have next, lady?" the
waiter asked, with the courtesy that be-
ccmen a waiter.
"Don't addrees me as "
minded the gust, with some show of
Irritation.
"Excuse me, ma'am." replied the
wafter. "bet all of no is liable to melte
imistithes.'-Sau Fr:Lucia/Jr
Medical Authorittes Putting Forth
I Their Best Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Pell
DtaeaJie.
The commistion which was appointed
last year by the New Yoelc board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has jute been sum-
marized by tint press, is ounpoud of
Awn of high professional reek, says the
Mew York Tribune. Yet the problems
involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of securing too
exalted a grade of talent for their solu-
tioa. The disease which the commie-
aloe has been eonsidering has rises late
peculiar procaine:me of late. AC en*
time eonsureption caused more Maths
than any ether malady and pneumonia
ranted eirozad as a cease of morality.
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two have exchanged places in some parts
of the United States, if not In the me-
tropolls. Consumption, as a result of
the adoption of more enlightened meth-
ods of preventien and treatment, snobs
a little less havoc now than barmerly.
Pneumonia, un the other hand. Linde a
greater number of victims In proportion
to the population. There is ground foe
the bdbef that grip has coatritniCed
materially to this result because It la
often a prelude to an attack of pun-
mania and it sadly etaqualiSes a man has
secoessful resistance to an illness of an-
other nature. However, whatever tbe
muse, the iacreased prevalence et pass-
monks has excited Lb a gravest alarm and
perplexity in the medical profession.
The commission le oteivisced that,
Ithe tabersuloals, the loom acute type 4
tuns disease Is attrlbetable to the pres-
ence of microbes and that the latter are
disseminated by the drying of *puts=
from patients. The organisms are net
easily borne about 14 the air two long as
they are moist, but afterward they are
as easily circulated as dust particles.
This fundamental fict shows the desir-
ability of deluging a sick room with sun-
light, promoting ft s ventilation and n.-
big a broom only when the floor has
been sprinkled.
Some puzzling facts have lima elicited
In the course of the Investigation con-
ducted by Dr. Darlington's experts Oise
Is that poeuniococci, the supposed calm
of the disease, are sometimes carried in
the mouths of persons far weeius with-
out producing any apparent *Sect. le
like manlier they are observed la Use se-
cretions of patients who have recovered
tor a considerable interval after the lie-
appearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles osse
which often follows an attask of t/Pboill
fever and gives rise to the gaieties haw
long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and aeighbaria.
Perhaps more light on this matter OW
be afforded by further observation.
Such information Mutad prove mental
In the devising of unitary precautions
for a nommaalty in which poeurnonLa
prevails.
Prevention to infinitely preferable te
cure, but good generals oonaidor what to
do if their first line of defense fella. The
only remedial agent to which the cola-
sion refers is • blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
titoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the same character having bees made
repeatedly I. the last few years. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but,
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purpous of
diagnosis, it appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective qualities of
the article. However, If the serum
which a few physicians eves now em-
ploy, is not all that could be desired. im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that can he MOM heartily recommended.
•
Bagpipes and flardeners.
"Tom" Jenkinson, head gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
sitiaber of 1,500, is an ardent Seotchisan,
with a pusionate love for all things
that come from the Land o' the Heother.
He and a few kindred souls have organ-
ised a bagpipe band that will soon show
Pittaberg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do It
properly one must have the blood of a
proper clan in one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinson holds that
a Scotchman and only a Scotehmtui rat
be a good gardener or a piper. "An
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down," says Jenkinson
"A Sootchman starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why so many gardeners come from
ae-flInd They le-rn ht by eft aver
there."-Pittsburg Inapatch..
How Witch Haul Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch hazel
shoota its seeds ten or fifteen feet? if
you want a brand-new sensation, bring
home some brsnches of witch hazel hav-
ing both flowers and unopened seed pods
es them and put them In vases of water.
The pods burst at the most unexpected
times, waking you in the night and pep-
pering you with their hard, shiny, black
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
a party must be selected with care, te
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
and seed pods that have net opened. It
It is possible to do so, cut them the same
day they are needed. If they meet be
sat the day before they are needed, pat
them in a bald place in water and wrap
a damp cloth around the brandies, in
order to prevent the flowers from with-
ering and to keep the seeds from being
cocooned too foose-ematry lAfe be




....of the  Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T! MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
•
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY soth„ 'go&




Lave " 183:71 all:.
Leave litirse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nor tonville  




Arrive Paducah  6:to p.m.
Leese Paducah  6:ts p.m.
Arrive Fulton  y:ao p.m.
Aguayo G: bbs, Tenn.  8:o6 .tn.




4Arrive N'ew Orleans 









































Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 







Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  t t Igo a.m.
Leave Paducah  11 :25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton   12:39 pm.
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 to m.
Arrive Evansville  3:45 P.m.Arrive Nortonville  1:a@ p.m.
Arrive Central City  1:0 p.rn.
Arrive Horse Branch  3:06 Pm
Arrive Owensboro  '4:55 p.m.
Ante, Louisville  5:35 p.m. 
ArgueCincinnati  9:15 P.m.
































Arrive St. Louis 
No. 3o6 No. 374
12:40 p.m. 4:20 pan.
4:25 p.m. 8.40 p.m.
 6:30 a.m. 6:30 am.
8.30 p.m. 7:30 am.
•
SOUTH BOUND

















Leave Nashville  *:to Lm.
Leave Hopkinsftlle  1 1 :2o a.m.
Leave Princeton  3:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 P.m-Atre've St. Louis  7:20 a.m.




































Trains marked (5) run daily except Sunday. All other trains titsdaily. Trains to3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Citteinosai.Memphis and New Orleans; trains TOT and toe sleepers between Louis •-vine, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Rot and 822 slrepers betweserPaducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Xy.
R. W. PRATHER, Ticket Agent. Union Depot, Paducah, Ky. . •W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Ds tisville. Ky.
'Milk: A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Cakewalk 1111.
W. ff. BRILE. D. P. 111L LIM& 11142
The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special facil-ities have been provided for in constructing our new hospital which en-ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most modernmanner. Wk have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and onethat es complete in every detail
We invite you to call and inspect our place.
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third street.
Office phone, old, 13445; new 158; residence 1826.
Impossible.
MT Pounder: Won't you sing some-
thing for me, Miss Propper?
Miss Propperl I can't; mamma
isn't here.
Mr. Pounder, Rut d can accompany
you on the piano
Miss Propper; Oh, dear, not Mam-
ma doesn't allow young mem to




A statue of Gen Nicholson, the
mutiny 'hero, was recently unveiled,












CHAFING DISH "BLUFF." BIGGEST
Ooacoctions Always Cooked Befogs Palm
WI/ALTAI 0if SO= They Are Brought in room
NILLINOWAIENS. the Kitehea.
WAYS OF ENTERifinmra car
()roams of Old with Ail Nis
Wealth Was Poor by Com-
parison with Madam
Capitalists.
The great fortunes that have "prune
* op so aniarAngly in this country durins
reeeept decades to-day, le the opinion oi
g enter serious thinkers, constitute a
meows to our national well-being, says
Cleveland Moffett, in writing of "The
# Shameful Misuse of Wealth," in Success
Magazine. Without these great for-
tunes there would be no reign of luxury
La America, no flaunting of feasts and
follies, no riot of eztraeagancei with
them we may expect all the evils that
have In previous ci Illzatilons attended
upon enoamous riche'. And 'many of
these evils, as we have already seen, are
actually with us.
It is admitted that we are the richest
44  people in the world to-day—the risheet
people the world boa ever seen. The
vaunted wealth of Croesus is estimated
at only $8,000,000, but there r re 70 Amer-
ica estates that average $36,000,0e0 each.
As showing the rapid growth of individ-
sal fortunes in this country there is
Interest in a list of rich men—printed in
11166—according to which New York city
• at that time boasted only 28 million-
aires. And a pamphlet published some
years earlier says tsat in 1646 Philadel-
ohia could show oat:), ten estates valued
at a millioe or more, the richest being
that of Stephen Girard, which reached
$7,000,000. In contrast to which In 1893
there were over 200 millionaires in Phil-
adelphia.
As to New York city, the number of its
Millionaires, according to best Informa-
tion, is over 2,000, while the number of
millionaires in the United States Is at
least 6,0000, or half the total number in
the world. There is one family alone,
at the head of which steads the richest
• and most powerful man in the world,
John D. Rockefeller, and the weakh of
,10 this family is estimated at a thousand
million dollars, a sum so liege that the
4( human mind quite fails to grasp it, a
sum so huge that if at the birth of Christ
Mr. Rockefeller had begun making
dollar a minute and had lit these dol-
lars Accumulate day and night for all
these centuries, he would not yet, in
1904, have amassed a thousand millieo
dollars. And if Mr. Rockefeller should
to-flay turn this wealth into gold coin
and take It out of t.e.a country, say inta
Canada, he would carry across the bor-
der three times as much gold as would
this remain in the United States. Nor
Weald he carry it himself, for the
Weight of it would be 1,750 tons. And it
he WNW it on the beaks of porters.
99 / each man bearing his own weight In
solid gold (say 160 pounds) it would re-
quire woo men to move it. And if they
walked tea feet apart the line of them
would reach 44 miles and would occupy
16 !tours in passing • given point. None
• of which takes any account of the daily
Intsrost on this fortune, which intent,
✓ paid in gold, would require the
strength of seven men to carry it, for It
would weigh a thousand pounds. Such
are the riches of a single family'.
IN THE LEGAL FIRMAMENT.
• Ziariag Star That Was Going to
Duals Some of the Slow
Hovers.
The Chicago drummer who was ar-
rested for essaultit.g the lauolord of a
South Dakota hutei found that there
was oaly one lawyer in the %Waite and
that he had already been retained by
the plaintiff. In this emergency, re-
lates the Cleveland Plain laer, he de-
'slurred to being tried, as he was not
lawyer enough to plead his own Cale.
hut the justice of the peace calmly re-
piled:
"This court will see that you have all
your rights. Any buds seen Jim Potent
around here?"
"He's out doors." answered some one.
"Then eall him
al/ turned out to be a long ano
lathy farmer a hoed toan, aid but at. all
bright. booking, and as he entered the
ream his honor queried:
-Jim, which end of the tow gets up
first 7"
-1 he binder end, sir."
"A LI 41 a herser
"i he fronter end."
"All right. This drummer ku given
Joe Ninon a black eye and wants a
I lawyer so prove that Joe rail ag'in the
door casing and blacked it himself. I'll
&point you 28 his counsel."
"But I'm no lawyer."
"Sot you've got common sense, as
• •
• you've just proved, and that's beuer yet.
.Glo right Ahead."
" Jim went ahead, and in ten minutes
he bad the other side so tangled up that
aid honor laid his spectacles aside and
Said:
"Nu use to go any further. There may
'have been a row, and probably there
was a row, but Jim is getting ready to
!prove that the landlord was out is the
'barn and the drummer across the street
and there's no use taking up the time
of this court. Ill divide the costs and
1 the Parties had better shake hands,
while as for Jim Peters, he's a rising
-star that will continue to rise until it
won't he considered no crime around
,here to jump another man's claim and
ateal his wile along with it."
• In Dead Barnet&
A trams/Peg man received the follow-
ing telegram from his wife:
"Twins arrived to-sight. More by
assn."
He went at one* to the nearest oils
sad sent the billowing reply:
"I leave for home to-night. If mere
some by mail send to *pad WOW pale
r•APP4_04°V.'s
HINTS FOR HOSTESS
VARIOIFS O ONS. 
---
The waiter placed the chafing dishCCASI
Vaunted carefully on the table and removed the
cover with a flourish. It was a very
prnate chafing dish with silver lobstese
holding up the bowl, and the lamp was
ornamented with crabs and fishes and
other denizens of the deep, /Ws the
New York Globe. "I wish he wouldn't
take away the cover," complained the
girl who prided herself on her ac-
quaintance with the saucepan. "I like
things well cooked," and she stirred
the savory mess with a big spoon and
turned up the flame of the ornate lamp.
The waiter approached with a cynical
smile and informally, familiarly, per-
haps even a bit impertinently, be said:
"It's thoroughly cooked, miss. Was
cooked before it left the kitchen. That
dish is just a bluff. If we served
things half cooked the restaurant
would be boycotted In a week. Every
one thinks he can make things in a
chafing dish and likes to turn the lamp
up and down and stir the contents of
the dish, but not one la a thousand
that orders these things could cook
them It's all a bluff. The chafing dish
is very good to keep a thing but and—
I think the rarebits ought to be served
In them, but it's all a bluff as tar as
restaurant cooking is concerned. The
stuff that's served In them is mot
cooked in a chafing dish either before
or after it reaches the table."
And then the girl, with as much dig-
tatty as she eeuld command, served the
crab-meat and Alertly heaped the green
peepers at one aide and the musbroome
at the other l4e, and tried to look as
If she didn't know the waiter was
within a hundred miles.
_
An Up-to-Date Book Party--Insorip-




An 17p-to-Date Book Partyt
'The hostess informed us that she
M d spent welts in preparing for this
entertainment, and we believed her
when we gazed upon the 22 objects,
each bearing the uame of an author.
The title of the book represented was
to be guessed and written on the card
opposite the number the object bore.
For instance, "The Eternal City," by
Hall Caine, was represented by • may
of Rome; "The Virginian." by a pio-
ture of George Washington, with
Owen Wister written on one corner;
"The Speckled Bird," by Augusta
Moans Wilson, by • white bird eov-
ered with epochs; "Blaea Rock" was
easy—a black stone on the table, with
Connor on It. A spray of blue flowers
recalled that Van Dyke had levities
"The Little Blue Flower." "The
Three Musketeers" was represented by
three toy soldiers. Kipling's "Severn
Seas" was recognised by seven CYO
written on white paper aad ptnned is
the wall. "The Octopus," by William
Norris, was a large plotare if that
Other books represented were: "A
Peat* Board Crown." by Clara Muerte;
"Boy," C,orelb; "We Two," Edna kw-
all; "The Duet," Kipling; "The Gen-
Genies from Indiana," Booth 'Parking-
ten, and "Three Mee in a Boat," by
Jerome.
Finn. second and consolation pubes
were given, misstating of books. 76
was an afternoon affair for ladies, bee
it would be qmite suitable for a dish
or church society entertainment
Quotations Appropriate for the New
o taa
In the old-time manor house It ma
the fashion to inscribe a inches eve
the fireplace, especially in the gime-
dining-room and library. The
bon was usually is Latin, tit=
guage of the scholar. This envie—. I
sow being revived, sal there' • be
ly a reem in which a gentle •
thy expressed would not be ••••
addities, and whip\ womb& aa
tract the attention of a guest
something unique. Mere are a assa
good sentiment': the bettering 11111
demo In script or 044 "aguish:
For the hall:
"East or west, home is bait"
"A man's home is lie matte."
"Home is the resort of love, of
at peace."
"Our house is ever at iya eeriest"
Over the fireplace in Twain's
house in Connecticut is this beenelhal
Inscription:
"The ornament of a house M the
guests who frequent it."
The three following inscriptiom are
especially appropriate for the leeneir
"Oh, ye fire and heat, bless ye the
Lord."
"God has given us this ease," or
"Seek thine own ease."
"No place Is more delightful teas
One's Oa n fireside"
Pot the library:
"OM wood to burn,
Old friends to trust,
Old authors to read."
"There is an art of reading." -
"The monuments of vanished
min dc"
"Infinite riches in a little loon."
For the nursery:
"God rest ye, little children."
"A child In the halm is a wait
spring of pleasure."
For the music room:
"The hidden soul of harmony."
"Music, the speech of the angels."
A very popular form of enterable
meet is the Dutch inipper. If it is
possible, do not use a table cloth, but
have doilies or orange @ripe paper
that is the Dutch color. Ue• all the
Delft china that is procerablee and
Imitation ware is very effee!two and
very cheap. Tulips are the Deese
Sower, and tulip shaped bon hen Is
and candle ehaden may be mast fr.)].
orange tholue paper. Litt le woods*
Rhoc.8 mas• le purchased and tratki to
hold the gaited 'lute. Serve the tel
lowing menu, which Is writtee is
'edit), much to the mystification co
the guests. The translation I, gives
for the eensfit of the sceiteest:
Kalf Soep Met Gehak Bailee.





illoemkool met Room Sauna
(Creamed Cauliflower.)
Haring Sla met Croodies.
(Herring Salad with Ftolb.)
Gesneden Simms Appelen met Wyne
Rause.





Fbr a left-handed party, write the
Invsations with he left hand, and rise
each guest to praetice using the leit
hand, for very few are clever enough
to be anthidextereus. Whim the
guests arrive the left band mast be
used in greeting, also in terries and
entitle the retreirhineuts. Have a
type-written or a piloted quenttloo
Tibia each tate must eopy, taiga only
the heft hand. Award primes for the
`met and poorest speelsnen. This is
tesiiy & Very smuslog *Nair,
, •
SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.
Iffiae.Tenths of the Animals That
Are Now Sold Are Raised
by Raffles.
South Africa is foreseen as itchier
Mg its destiny by becomiag one of the
peat horse prodeting countries of the
world. At the present time the man
who would dabble in horse flesh nee&
both 'experttnice and eourage '-The
Liars provide nine-teaths of the
horses sold. Whets a dealer arrives
to • native territory he sends round
word that be has tame to purchase
horses sad the saliva, roll up with
all sorts and descriptions of the (spi-
els* tribe, winds for the most part
are of so earthly use. The man picks
out an animal and the owner names
an eserbitsat price, which he never
hopes to twelve, the dealer offering
• sum which no seise man could ae•
eept. But *centrally a price Is agreed
is *ad the owner reeeives a wfitten
order for the amount, which he re-
deems in the evening by coming to
the dealer's betel and receiving cash
By easy Magee a descent is made on
the neat perchasing site and by de-
grees • decent wised troupe is got to-
either Was& these arrive at their
Seal destisetion their original owners
would not recognize them. They have
been clipped is the way down, had a
few condition powders and had a gen-
eral clean leg.
SOME WITHOUT A DOCTOR.
For Six Nuadred Years the Bm-
ptre Was MMus a
Physician.
Amordhsg to Pliny, Roe Genrished
far See years without a doctor. It is
maintained by some, however, that
when 'oak's' this statement Pliny was
net aware that eertala Greek physi-
Maas resided to Rome, at leant during
a part of the period named. But there
is certainly se question that in the
early days of Be hinter-1, physicians
were very scares in Rome, and doubt
lees because there was little occasion
for their services. With the advance
of eivilizatton maladies have multiplied
and with the tattoos* of Mumse there
has been a proportionate increase of
physieians. There are at the present
time in the United States not less
than 250,000 physicians, and the num-
ber is intreasing at the rate of several
thousand ainusilly. 'ff•hether or not
the world is better for this great mut
tiplietty of medical mien is a question
upon which there may be a difference
of opinion.
Colors in Glass.
Changes in the color of glees are
caused by subjecting it to the action
of what are known as ultraviolet rays
of light. Something of the same sort
may be ebrerved on high mountains,
where old glass from bottles originally
green, after exposure to the light of a
great elevation in the regions of per-
petual snow, attaiss a beautiful pale
purple tint. The same result may also
be seen in con,peetion with the glass
Insulators used on telegraph or tele-
phone Mass in mountain distriets.
Hub.
"What makes Skribbler walk so
ehesty/''
"Why, man, that fellow used to
eonduct the 'Through the Looking
Glass' column on a paper down in
Indiana. If you look close you'll see
a cute little halo around his head
when Ms hat Is off. He knows Riley
and all these big guns by sight
Why shouldn't he walk chestyr—
Milwaukee Sentinel.
lie Meant Welt
"I meant to start off the new year
by giving the first yeoman I saw stand-
ing up my seat is the street car. But
I didn't do it."
"Old habit too ?Wong, eh?"




Given to Maine Man's Trophy
—Many Own Very Hand-
some Sets.
liaise sportsmen and hunters are
amused by a statement made recently
to the effect that a moose killed in
New Brunswick had antlers with a
spread of 48 inches, which, so far
fts was known, was the record width.
Them) are rather small antlers; much
larger ones can be purchased any day
In .the taxidermists' shops of. Bangor,
says a correspondent of the Washing-
ton Poet.
It has long been a question which
Is the largest set of moose antlers in
the world. Some years ago a set of
antlers from Alaska, mounted in Ban-
gor, attracted groat attention, as they
spread 74 inches. Like most Alaska
antlers, however, these were ragged
and unsymmetrical. The handsomest
antlers are seldom of wide spread, and
'those of remarkable spread are seldom
hander's*.
Some time ago the set owned bY
.4orman Merriman, of New York, a
member of the Calumet club, was de-
eared to be the second largest In the
world, spreading 62 inches. The as-
sortie& was disputed by sportsmen in
Maine, wbo said that 62 inches was
not the moved greatest spread of ant-
lers; settker, they said, Was a record
established by the set owned by King
Edward TU., alleged to spread 71
inehes.
Within the pant few years several
sets have been mounted in Bangor hav-
ing a spread if more than 74 inches,
but they were all from Alaska, and
not at all handsome. The resord, se
far as kaoline, for New Brunswick
moose antlers is 66 inches, and this
pair was mounted here. They were
unsymmetrical, and not worth muct
as an ornament
The Kalb/ record le said to be 6;
thaw, a pair of this width havinc
been mounted here a few years ago b3
the late Sumner L. Crosby.
By far the largest and handsomest
set of moose antlers of which there it
any definite knowledge is that owned
by Charles B. Haxelline, of Belfast
the official measurements of which
taken at the New York Sportsmen's
exposition in 1195, are: Girth, 81,4
inches; length, 41 inches; palmatioa
41% by fliie inches; spread, 61 inches
But the spread of a set of antlers
does not seessearily indicate their size
or setablinh their worth, for measur
big antlers is an arbitrary proceeding
For instanee. the Hazeltine set, while
mellowing only 61 inches spread, are
78 inches imeneux measurement, and
their beauty and value lie in theh
great width et blade and in their 2t
points. The moose from which they
were taken was killed at Ctiesuncook
Lake, Me., in lee7, by Jule Pease, whs
mays the animal webbed about 1,601,
pounds, being aloe feet long from nose
to cad of tall and eight feet girth.
November in the Country.
Almost everybody who goes into the
woods, or indeed anywhere else, in No
ember, carries a gun. Partridges are
a certainty, deer and bear are alwayt
possible, and ?tinware of wildcats, loup
cerviers and Canada nonnes are suf
nciently rife to thrill the blood of chil-
dren and timid persons when they
pass throogh a patch of woods after
dark. A foreioner might imagine that
the county was in a Mate of insurree
lion, for In almort every wagon that
you meet a shotgun or a rifle Is aa
parent. The rural mail-carrier brings
back retro partridges than letters; the
Lawyer, on his way home from eourt.
stands up in his buggy and shoots a
plump bird without disconcerting his
wellitralued steed; two or three shot
guns may often be Imes outside the
door et the district schoolhouse. rest
tug against the wall, while ttepir youth
ful owners are inside, undergoing in
struetion in more peaceful arts. Wha.
would a shy schoolmaster think if hi
lade of 12 mid 11 eagle armed t(
senool!--71. C. Lisrwin, in Atlantic.
Barth 7ilreathes.
That the earth breathes is a weli
ttnawn. ecientifie fact. It M often tr.
Oe tam 1d by that peculiar earth)
• ile`l which arhes immediately aftel
a th-taderstssm, the lowering of tht
a:trio/wrist pesuere causing the flow
eprou 1 ef air, }net as it is once more
squeezed downward when the harm
eter ri es. A realSent c: G-sevn ha?
discovered a natural bareraeter at
Ferney-Voltaire. It Is a deep natural
well or cave, with a very small open
Mg. When this opening is made small
enough just to fit a whistle the-differ
ent sounds as the earth Inhales or el-
hales the air warn the neighbors of
the coming weather. A lighted match
or a feather shows the direction of t
flew as well. It is said to be an e
cellent weather prophet.
Misinterpreted.
Excited Fisherman ft° country hotel-
keeper)—There isn't a bit of fishing
shout hetet Every brook has a sign
warning 'people off. What do yoe
mean by luring anglers here with tilt
promise of Ilse eskisg?
Hotellefeeper—f didn't say myth'sp
shoat fine fiebine if you read my ad
vertbienautt carefully you will see that




PREVENTED DT }LAVING SE-
CRET TELEPHONE NUMBERS.
Private and Business 'Phones That
Are Ne* Listed—Efforts Made
by Outsiders to Discover
Them.
"Yes, they call me Sapphire," cheer-
fully admitted the operator of the tele-
phone switchboard In a large business
house, reports the New 1 ark Sun. "It's
because I'm such an accomplished liar,
you know.
"But, then, that Is ono of the things
I'm paid for; so it really isn't my fault
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
most freouent lie I have to tell is when
I am asked about a dozen times a day
if the president has a private telephone
all—one not in the regular telephone
lirectory, you know.
"01 course he has, he'd be in the in-
sane asylum if he hadn't, but he doesn't
want everybody to. kno.v 'it. The tel.
ephoiae was getting sue!, a nuisance tc
business men that a lot. of them have
had to do this.
"Now, when a man's private tele
phone rings he knows it really is a per
sonal call, as only a fi w people have
Ws number. It keadiret :cal} from 'Cen-
tral' and does not come over the regular
office switchbbard at all.
"Every operator of a private switch-
board, and or course, to ery 'central,' Is
charged with keeping these private tel-
ephone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different ways to
worm this information out of 1113, but
they don't succeed."
"It saves my time wonderfully—this
having a private call," said a lawyer. "I
really think this plan saved me from a
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge of
the telephone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by which I can
be reached personally. Nine times out
of ten the questions can be settled with
out referring to me. Occasionally, of
course, I have to speak to the person my-
self.
"But there was a time a few years ago
when I could not dictate so much as a
note to my stenographer without being
Interrupted miff a dozen times. That ex.
asperatIng !ittle ting-a-ling has been
the death knell to many a finely phrased
letter. As for important documents,
when dictating anything that required
serious thought I was obliged to have
en entirely separate room where I was
as absolutely 'out' as though In my home
uptown.
"While, of course, I did not pretend
to speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was called
very often. It is very different now
Only a dozen or so persons know my pri-
vate call, and sometimes my telephone
does not ring more than once or twice
a day.
"The telephone is a mighty good serv-
ant, but with one's name in the public
telephone directory it soon becomes a
hard master."
"Yes, our house number is private,"
said a woman who has many social du-
ties, "and we guard it as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends are able to reach us by tel-
ephone.
"As some one said to me the other day,
quite the height of modern intimacy Is
reached in the interchange of private
telephone numbers. And it is true
"You would be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to dIscov.
sr the number of a private wire. Why,
would you believe it, our stable is often
called up, and whoever happens to an•
swer is asked for our house number.
Yes, our telephone is now just what It
originally was and just what it should
be—a convenience and not a niusance."
Maiden Names in Other Lands.
When a woman is married in this
country her Insider, name Is seldom
mentioned. Many people to whom she
Is very we!! known have cerbr heard it.
In France, on the contrary, there are
constant reminders of the earlier dig-
nity. In Belgium marriage does not ax•
tinguish it, for many married women
often combine the old name with the
new. Moreover, they put the maiden
name last, thus giving it the greater
distinction. We can illustrate this by
supposing the custom to prevail in this
country. In that case Miss Brown when
she married Mr. Robinson would have
her visiting studs printed: "Mrs. Rob-
inson-Brown." This double barreled
oirrangement does not give the Belgian
wife • better etocial status than the
English wife's, but it is very soothing
to feminine pride.—London Chronicle.
'Wisdom of the Chinese.
The verbal wisdom of the Chinese
has become proverbial, and appropri-
ately enough, It shows itself prominent-
ly in their proverbs. Many of these have
already bee& translated Into English,
but here are a few more, from a collec-
tion by Herr Bruno Navarra, published
In Heidelberg, which may be welcome:
"V; is bettor not to be than not to be
anything." "Repentance is the dawn
of virtue." "Even as highest tower
stands on the ground.' "Man thinks he
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of the/
first class has poor relatlone." "The
carver of idols never worships idols; he
knows too well what they are made of."
"A day of grief is longer than a year of
toy," And so oo.—T. P.'s Weekly.
He Rowed, She Steered.
The boat drifted on the clear lake.
The man arid the maid were silent and
a little sad. 'Dear," he said. "will 3011
Scat with me always—down the stream
of life?"
"The same - now'?" she whispered.
"The same as new." said he.
."I will, gladly!" cried the young girl.
He, you see, was rowing doing all
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4iso to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Twomey, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Lama
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire.
country Of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
climate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two ccnt stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERPORD, Dist. Pass.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Ave. Genl, Pass.








We hand'r all the finest and daint-
sest article.; ' utmost care,



















of One if you take
a KODAK
To exhibit to your friends the
pictures of the pleasant people you
have met and the beautiful places
you have visited while on your va-












1lUr Gum M Ash
Poplar Beech B MapleWalnutE OakElm R
GUM, BEECH Alb OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
o th Phones 26. We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
+
You Can Have Two+
•'• PERSONAL NOTES. •:-•
-:•
+ + +.++ + + + + ++++ + +
Mr. Frank B11:03. of Chicago, is in
the city visAii. , .. • uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Harbour.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Harbour go to
New York Saturday.
Mrs. J. T. Dismunkes, Mrs. J. W.
Landrum and Miss Bernice Frost
have returned to Mayfield after at-
tending a lawn party given to Mrs.
Nash in this city. •
-J. D. Long, of Marion, Ill., is in
the city.
E. H. Doyle and wife, of Birdvtlle
Ky., are lisiting in the city.
J. Edwin Craig of Boaz, Ky., was
here yesterday on business.
, Roy Webb, who has been visiting
1.1,:-; sister here for the past few days
left last night for Memphis.
-`• Linn Lewis of Mayfield, passed1
through- the city •yesterday
to Dawson Sitar ngs.
AND EROADWMkr I . John Mo•ler left Monday
ijourn at Dixon Springs
health.
G. W. Dixon of Grand Rivers, is
rtgistered at the New itichmond.
I, Dr. Will Keys, of Murray, who




WANTED-Bilious people to take
Soules' Liver Capsules ac. R. W.
WALKER & CO.. Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT-Eight-room resi-
dence in W.est End. All modern
Conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
sges of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting 'Officer, New Rich-
frond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR RENT-The Store House
corner Sixteenth and Tennessee
streets. Good dwellieg up stairs, wit
make good grocery or- drug stand.
Apply or write to Jake Biederman
elrocery Co.
FOR RENT-Down stairs
and board. Mrs. Rook, 433
street; Old 'phone 317.
room
Clark
viAnE1D-Good cook, white at




Joe Radford of Mayfield, spent yes-
terday in Paducah.
Miss Flosies440ce, of 1715 South
Sixth street, is v'tsiting relarves at
Maxon, 'Ky.
Editor L. A. Chandler. of the
Mirror, at Mayfield was in Paducah
yesterday.
J. C. Reynolds, of Brookport, Ill.,
spent yesterday in the city.
Geo. Bridges of Mayfield. was here
Wednesday.
Miss Mary Lou Robert and Ben
Griffith of Mayfield, arrived yesterd2y
to visit Miss Bussie and Master
James Aren Gleaves, of North
Seventh street.
tMrs. C. C. Grastsham is home from
a visit to her parents in Snrithland
Mi. and Mrs. A. A Balseley go to
Cincinnati friday for a few days.
t •fAlrs. Frank Ferriman goes EastSaturday for a sojourn.Mi. B. Weille went to New York
last night.
Rev. W. E. Care is home from a
ten days' nojourn at Battle Creek,







dence on North Seventh street. with
all modern conveoiescea; price rea-
eonable and easy Payments. Address
R.. this office.
LOST-Large Lewyellen setter,
white with small black spots on body
and larger ones on hip and both sides
of face; bobtailed and left front 'leg
.6.‘.. crooked; answer to naMe dT "Dan."
'li'beta' reward, return to Dr. Hearst,
FiTLf and Broadway,
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third etre4
New phone 900A. • •
Greater New York
Toilf.t Paper
The best quaality aand the biggest
vaaiue offered in Peduaach
drelephote 175 and let us send you
Three rolls for asc and each
roll as big an your head;
...11116 are sole agents for the
"GREATER NEW YORK" bransd.




high - Bell at Side poor.
THE AIRSHIP ROUTE.
(Continued front Page Four.)
preparations. and for the deep intzr-
est they are taking in the project. It
is an :Aszierican journalist, backed by
an American newspaper, to whom
credit is doe for the bold and intelli-
gent own-ception It is typically Amer-
icas that all of science and She arts
that other nations had to offer has
been marshaled under the American
flag for the aerial journey into the
inikinown north. The giant airship
has been christetnal the "America."
and, if the nevt few weeks shall dem-
onstrate that the plans of Mr. Well-
man were well founded and the ex-
plorer shall sail triumphantly to the
pole, the first art will he the dropping
.of the American Star: and Stripes
over the snot whk has lured nearly a
thousand brave men to their death
NU Old Brame.
The fisherman of the party had
taken a day off'andl gone berrying
"These herrys are not eery large."
complained the campers upon his re-
turn.
"No; the biggest ones got away."
was the absent-minded angler's auto-
matic response.-Pittsburg Post..
Dr Reynolds has moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the phn-
tographera, oil South Sixth, near
Broadway.
FOR SAT.F-Vacant lotThirteenili
to Fourteenth north side Harrison
street; reasonable. Inquire Dr.
plyth, second floor Fraternity build-
ing.
WANTED -Two rooms. connect-
ing, auitable for physician's office:
central. Dr. Winfield, Register office.
FOR SALR--A modern home. 6
rooms and bath: elegant inter ior; all
the latest improvements, furnace. heat.
etr. Apply on premises. 416 North
Fifth street. 
1
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
•
•
LOCAL NEWS IN MID,
.10
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
- -
-In yesterday's Register it was I
published that The City National;
bank had brought suit against Max
Nahm on a note. The use of the
name Nahm was a misprint, the man
sued being another party.
-Hattie Frailey, whose name seems
indkative of her character, was or-
dered to the reform school yesterday
by County Judge Lightfoot. Her
mother reported the daughter, who is
16 years oldt as beyond her control.
Policeman Albert Senser took Hat-
tie tco the school last night.
-Policeman James Brennan killed
a supposed mad dog on South Third
near Tennesse yesterday morning
early. The dog was "acting funny."
and had frightened the people of the
section. butt there was no certainty as
to it being triad. Its riddance was
a good one nevertheless.
-Several Masons' of this city will
go to Hardin •this afternoon to at-
tend the institution of a new lodge at







TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second
China Surely Waking.
According to Vice Consul Arnold.
in Foochoiv. China is waking tip in
matters educational. There are now
at least thirty native schools fash-
ioned after the foreign model. Post-
ers advertise the opening of various
modern schools„which are springing
up in every nook and corner. Scarcely
a week passes without the announce-
ment of the opening of a new school.
Among those established are a nor-
flint school, with 3oo students; a mili-
tary school. with 250 students; a high
school, with 250 students: a reform
school:, while a police training school
a medical school and several more
high schools will open within a few
months.
It is not an uncommon sight to see
modern school delsks encircling a
dusty old Buddhist image in what
w-a, once a temple. while the walls
are adorned with picture charta
geology, botany. zoology and anat-
omy along with maps of China. Japan
and foreign countries. Interspersed
between these there may he seen hits
of blackboard properly equipped with
chalk and erasers, while sitting upon
the teacher's desk may be seen a geo-
graphical globe and possibly a bit of
scientific apparatus. The temple
yards are converted Into play and
drill grounds. for military .drill and
gymnastics now form an important
part of the ackool curriculum. A
school yarslis is no more complete
without ha 'horizontal bars, vaulting
apparatus. dumb-bells and wooden
rifles than is a school room without
its pictorial charts, terrestrial globe
and laboratory apparattri.
The normal xnd high schools are
equipped with chemical, physical, bo-
tanical and zoblogical laboratories
All China is clamoring for western
knowledigia They are not to be sat-
iafiett with hooks alone, but must
have the apparatus with which mod-
ern school laboratonies are equipped.
They want gynareasittm supplies, mil-
itary school supplies, scientific ap-
paratus, and even modern musical in-
struments
The Japanese are meeting the Chi-
nese demands, and the schools are be-
ing filled with cheap Japanese-made i
maps, charts and apparatus.
The city of Savannah arrived yes-
terday from St. Louis and went up the
Tennessee.
Th. Buttorff lift yesterday at noon
for Naashville.
+ + + + + •:• + +
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RIVER RIPPLINGS.









Tullount Gaarnvel 1.3; rising.
Nashville 9.3; rising.
Pittsburg 3.6; falling.
Daayis Islaand Daam 5.6; fairing.
St. Louis 15.5; rising.
Mount Vernon 7.1; rising.
Paducaah 7.8; standing.
The towboat Miargaret left this
morning for the Tennessee river after
ties.
The Kentucky will arrive tomorrow
from the Tennessee river"
The Dick Fowler for Cairo this
morning.
Stung All Round.
A barrister named Birshe was try-
a. case in Limerick before Chief
Baron O'Grady, when, in the course
of the lawyer's speech, an ass began
to bray loudly outside the Court-
room, the window of which opened
on a pasture.
"Wait a moment." said the chief
baron. "One at a time, Mr. Buishe.
if you please."
The barrister presently had a good
chance to retort. When O'Grady
was charging the jury, the RS1 be-
gan to bray. this time at a greater
distance from the court room win-
dow.
"I beg your lordship's pardon,"
said Barrister Bushe, "may I ask
you to repeat your last words? There
is such an echo about here that I did
not quite catch that sentence."-Hu-
=an Life.
Chinese Hard Workers.
Everybody in China works hard
even those who have reached the
highest positions. It is related of a
member of the Chinese cabinet that
he left home every morning at 2
o'clock, as he was on duty at the pal-
ace from 3 to 6. As a member of the
privy council he was engaged from
6 to 9. From 9 until it he was at
the war department, of which he was
president. As the member of tbt
board of punishment he was in at-tendance from 12 to 2 and as a min-ister of the foreign office he spent ev-ery. day from 2 till 5 or 6 there. Inadditioct he frequently served on spe-cial boards of ocmrnissons.
Dangerous.
Sill: I see they've arrested thatwoman at the show.
Jill: You mean the one who threwpie knives at her husband op againsta board?
she got tired throwing the
knives and thr,ew a few pies."-Yonk-era Staatesman.
-- 
Good Feeding.
The Thin Skeeters: Well, say, yoalocale like ready money. Yon must Behaving A prosperous saes**. Whereyon stopping?
The Fat Skeeter: Me? Ob, rna liv-
ing in the back of a peek-a-boo
,Brotber Thomas Ehasakan died
recently at Georgetown university
with which he had been connected
soap-one years.. Hewas born in Dub-lin and became a Jesuit when 22
years old Six ypars later he was
sent to Georgetown, and only left
the groundh, and that taws swig foC
a short vialt to Baltimore
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a ao year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, for $8.43.
A Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock for $7•50
Roger's if147 Knives and Forks, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set,  -75
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a est  $1.30
Our entire lane of Cut Glass at 30 per cent off of regular price.
Our Head Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent.
off regular pri••--you must see this line to estimate fully the bargiana we
are offering
A special maudlin' en every article in our store for zo days only-
stoic* for ma--
Our repairs .sulast give you satis faction.
apes tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
313 lialklaWAY„ OUT HUE'S OW STAND.
J. A. allINETZICA, JEW EL= AND OPT3CIAN.
S'S Years Raper-knee.
:Ascribe For The Register
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE1
Accident, Lite, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
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We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
S Horse Power Motor.
$fos Norse Power Motor.
I I Bursar Power Motor.




121-1113 Nev* Fourth SIMI L.
S. T. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 203, 206 S. Tnird
TRADEWABUTY ER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let us call and book plop order for next winter.
West Kentucky Coal Co.
lassesissa
Office Second and Ohio. Both Telephones254.
umosminmw' 
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